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city’s Business center
To Host Open House

Former City Commissioner
Announces His Candidacy
TARPON SPRINGS-On

encouraged me to know that

of Tarpon Springs, I believe

STPETERSBURG-Tlie

tion Center. Service Corps of

als, support services and state-

David

citizens appreciated my efforts

that all residents, whether they

St. Peteisburg Business Devel-

Retired Executives (SCORE),

of-the-art resources to assist

Archie, former Commissioner

enough to urge me to serve

have been here one year or

opment Center (BDC) will

Tampa Bay Black Business

the needs of potential, new.

of Tarpon Springs. FL, filed his

again. After consulting with

fifty years, deserve equal treat

have an Open House. Satur-

Investment Corp.. MicroBusi-

micro, emerging, and existing

qualifying papers for Seat 2 on

my family and receiving their

ment and service.”

day, September 8, 9am to

ness USA, Univeisity of South

business, and non-profit orga-

the Tarpon Springs City Corn-

support, I decided to throw my

on

noon, at 1045 l6th Street

Florida Small Business Devel-

nizations (involved in develop-

mission. David, who has, won

bat into the ring. While there

numerous committees and

South (behind Bethel Com-

opment Center, Gulf Coast

ing neighborhood-based busi-

two terms on the Tarpon City

were many accomplishments

boards. Presently, he serves on

munity Baptist Church). Wel-

Certified Development Corp.,

Commission, had to sit out a

during my terms on the Corn-

the Tarpon Springs Library

come and introductions will

St. Petersburg Area Black

ness).4
For more information on

year because of term limit

mission, I cannot take individ-

Board. Tarpon Rotary Club

begin at 9am.

Chamber of Commerce, and

tlie Open House, the BDC or

restrictions, when asked why

ual credit for any of them. My

Board, the Hospice ofthe Sun-

The Open House will

the St. Petersbuig Aiea Cham-

its service providers, call (727)

. he decided to run again, David

philosophy is one of we,

coast

Board,

inform prospective and current

responded, “I have had some

because it takes the majority of

WorkNet Pinellas Board, the

business owners, and commu-

A continental breakfast

time to reflect on my service

the Commission to decide an

Pinellas

African

rity leaders about the many

will be served- Anyone plan-

on

and

issue or in which direction Tar-

American History Museum

business assistance resources,

ning to attend the Open House

whether it was a good use of

pon should go. I believe that I

Board, and the Healthy Start

Ioans and/or training available

is encouraged to RSVP .by

my time. Many residents of

have proved that I will make

Coalition Board.

calling (727) 893-7146 by

Tarpon told me they thought I
had done a good job as Com-

decisions based on what is best

For additional information,

at the BDC - from the St.
Petersbutg Smail and Disad-

for Tarpon by first analyzing

David may be reached at:

vantaged Business Program,

The BDC is a one-stop

missioner and urged me to run

the information presented,

(Work) 727/934-5881 ext. 30.

Small Business Administra-

facility that houses a staff of

again. It has both humbled and

while, I am a lifelong resident

(Home) 727/934-3503.

tion (SBA) Business Informa-

business assistance profession

24,

August

David Archie

the

2001,

Commission

David

served

has

Foundation

County

893-7146 or visit www.st-

ber of Commerce.

August 24.

pete.org.
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September ls
National Sickle Cell
Disease Month-------ST. PETERSBURG - In

honoring

September

as

National Sickle Cell Month,

Dollar
General
Learning
Center
Graduation

SEPTEMBER 6 - SEPTEMBER 12, 2001

UPS supports ‘Partnerships For
Opportunity’ AT NUL
convention 2001----------- —--------

The Sickle Cell Disease Asso

ciation of St. Petersbuig, Inc.,

By FIorence williams Ray

is proud to announce that

OCALA - The Dollar

Brandi Abemethy, has been

General Learning Center of

selected to represent the local

Marion County heId its first

and the Florida State Sickle

graduation

Cell Disease Chapters as the

August 30,2001 at the Thelma

on

Thursday,

Poster Child for 2001-2002.

Parker Center in Ocala. The

She will serve as an ambas

Dollar General Learning Cen-

sador to impart knowledge and
heighten 'sickle cell public

ter Program was started in

awareness.

acy. The program targets those

1993 as a commitment to liter-

Brandi us a bright, feisty,

who are either unemployed,

energetic, out-going youngster

under employed or otherwise

who enjoys meeting and greet-

unemployable.

ing people. She is the 7 year

The ten women graduates

old daughter of Mrs. Grace

were: TaIva Evans, MerIin

Abemethy. Brandi is a second

Fernandez, ShirIey GinIock,

grade honor roll student at

MeIinda Griffin, Rebecca Har-

Maximo Elementary and is a

ris,

cheerleader for the Gibbs

Keywanna

Junior Gladiator.

Thomas, Melanie TulIos and

Brandi leaves a lasting

Montgomery,

Yvonne

Sims.

Peggy

Leevonia white.

impression on those that she

Kateleis Thigpin, Case

meets. Brandt gives others an

Manager for the One Stop

array of hope through her

Center, was the keynote speak-

active life style. After any illback easily with pride and

er. Bernadette Woodbury is

Brandi Abernathy

ness, she seems to bounce

encoura£ement for another

Human Resource DeveIop-

great day.

ment

St. Petersburg
Residents Want Their
Say On Redistricting

Mana£er for Dollar

General. The program pro-

National Urban League President Hugh Price (right) joins participants at the League’s national con
vention in washington recently to congratulate UPS Senior Vice President Cal Darden (second from
left) on his keynote address at the second annual “Power Breakfast and Award Presentation.” Darden,
a National Urban League board member, outlined his vision on how the public and private sectors can
use “Accountability, Collaboration, and Empowerment” for long-term economic revitalization in urban
communities. Darden and Price are joined here by FrankIin D. Raines (left), chairman and chief execu
tive officer of Fanie Mae, and Evern Cooper, president of The UPS Foundation and vice president of
corporate relations. UPS is a long-time supporter of the National Urban League and its community-betterment programs.

vides training in basic life skills
and basic education remedia-

tion and provides workplace
experience. The Center is a

joint effort including severaI
organizations,

in

Marion

National Prostate Cancer
Awareness Month
African-American

Jr. The goal is to bring an

will

end to the devastating

Chicago-area radio sta-

45.

cancer

about prostate canceg tb

PETERSBURG -

fourth largest city in the State.

• Understand how they can

County. The organizations are:

men

Eveiy 10 years the Florida

Yet, the leadership in the State

participate and make their

Partnership of the Ocala/Mari-

prostate cancer incidence

burden

ST

have

the

highest

prostate

be

distributed

to

Legislature redraws our State

Legislature has not seen fit to

voices heard in the redistricting

on County Economic Devel-

and mortality rate in the

has on men and their fam-

tions for broadcast from
September through the

Senate, State House and U.S.

schedule a public hearing in St

process.

opment Council, the Greater

CongressionaI districts, after

world. This year more

ilies. particularly African

end of the year. Other

Petersburg.

Redistricting

Ocala Community Develop-

than

Americans.

members

ment Corp., Citrus Levy Mari-

American en. that is one

When: 9am to 12 non, Sat-

on Workforce Development

man every 20 minutes,

NPCC public service an-

Caucus will record radio

Board; and Community Tech-

will be diagnosed with the

nouncement.

disease.

spots in
months.

What:

the Census. This process,

In response to the outcry

known as “redistricting,” will

from their constituents in St.

determine who represents you

Petersburg, Senator Les Miller,

in Tallahassee and in Washing-

District 21 and Representative

Where: Enoch Davis Cen-

nical & Education Center

ton, DC.

Frank Peterman, Jr, District 55

ter, 1111 l8th Avenue South,

through the Marion County

One ofthe first steps in the

have scheduled a public forum

St. Peteisburg, FL.

School System.

redistricting process involves

on Saturday, Sept. 8, 2001.

the State House and State Sen-

Officials who are knowledge-

ate Committees on Redistrict-

able about the redistrictin£

ing conductin£ public hearings

process will be on hand. This

around the State to get input

will allow residents an oppor-

from Floridians on how they

tunity to:

would like to see the process

conducted, and what they

• Understand more about
the redistricting process;

would like to see the State’s

• Understand how redis-

new districts look like. With

tricting impact them, their

almost 250,000 residents, the

families, and their communi-

City of St. Petersburg is the

ties;and

Forum.

urday. Sept. 8,2001.
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26.000

African-

In

30-second

the

Congrdss-

man Jackson underscores

During September, recently

designated

tional

Prostate

Na-

the need for men to find

of

the

Congressional

“We

the

Black
coming

be tested starting at age

We

know

enough

prevent so many African-

American

men

from

dying from the disease, if
caught in time.”

Founded in 1996, the
NPCC is the largest advo-

cacy organization dedicat-

are

extremely

ed to ending the devastat-

the disease;

pleased that Congressman

ing

Cancer

“Black males bear a dis-

Jackson is helping raise

cancer on men, families

Awareness Month by the

proportionate burden of

awareness about prostate

and society. NPCC mem

U.S. Senate, the NationaI

prostate cancer, with dou-

cancer," said WiIliam A.

ber organizations are the

Prostate Cancer Coalition

ble the death rate of white

Vice

Cancer Research Institute,

is Iaunching a variety of

males,”

Chair and CEO. “It is ex-

the American Foundation

out

about

said

Schwartz.

NPCC

increase

Congressman Jackson in

tremely

awareness about the dis-

the spot. “But earIy detec-

African-American

ease induding distribution
17of a new prostate can-

activities

to

important

impact of prostate

for

for Urologic Disease and

men

CaP CURE. Partners in-

tion does save lives. I urge

with close family mem-

clude the American Uro-

all men to speak with their

bers who died from the

Iogical

cer radio spot with Con-

doctors

prostate

disease be tested at age

B’Nai

gressman Jesse Jackson,

cancer.” The fadio spot

40, and aII others need to

Men's Health Network.

about

Association.
B’rith

and

the

2
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Healthy Families Helps Give
Families Healthy Start---------nutrition and other ways of
becoming healthy, happy
families.

Here are some great
success stories that we

hope will inspire others to

the fields of accounting

National Library Card Sign-

pharmacology.

Up month, a time when the

and

encourage everyone to obtain

provided reading incentives

dency to any public library and

and use their library cards. A

and

stoiy houis and other pro-

fill out an application form.

grams for children and adults.

Children can get a library card

Whenyoujointhe66% of

the moment they are bom; par-

featuring Matthew Barnaby

HilIsborough County residents

ents or guardians must sign for
cards for children 12 and

under. Registration can also be
completed online through the

one more on the way. Steve

FREE! Each year, tlie Hills
Public

from the Lightning. The PSA

with library cards you will

ing, loving father who has

Library

Cooperative

will air on Hillsborough Coun-

have access to over 2 million

this program and the won-

been in the program for

(HCPLC) focuses on student

ty cable and on the morning

materials in 24 Hillsborough

derful support of Healthy

more

registrations through a partner-

shows in participating eiemen-

County public libraries and to

tary schools.

additional materials and online

is a very proud, hard-work-

borough

“I am encouraged by

than

four

years.

County

Families staff, who are

Healthy Families has been

ship with Hillsborough Coun-

much more than case man-

good

for

ty public and private schools.

agers - they , have become
like my very own family,

Steve who works hard and

Since 1996 nearly 31,000

involvement

sets the proper tone in his
household.

databases

through

National Library Car Sign-Up

Library’s

web

Month encourages people to

www.hcpic.org. Your library

days. Most library materials

students have been registered

check out what's new at their

card gives you access to recip-

check out for three weeks for

Kindergarten and First grade

the
page,

provided within 10 working

rocal borrowing privilege in

home use and materials may

this dad interacting and

that children who are read to in

library card. Libraries today

nearby Florida counties and to

be returned to any library in the

some of the goals set up for

bonding with his family

the home and who use the

offer more than just books -

interlibrary Load (ILL) ser-

Hillsborough County Public

us. Most importantly, they

they have videos, CDs, com-

vices which can bring materi-

Library Cooperative.

puteis, fiee Internet and online

als at other libraries to you.

when he’s not at work - a

love,” commented one of

job he’s had for quite some

the families in the pro-

time and loves very much.

gram.
“The program really

Tawanda has a great job

works. It helped me, and I

Schools and recently grad-

know if it helped me, it can

uated

certainly help others,” stat-

Assistant’s class. Wilma

ed

Lancaster, Family Support

one

young

mother.

with

County

Pinellas-

from

a

Medical

worker, has seen this fam-

smile now, she has a good

ily blossom over the years

job, childcare for her chil-

and is pleased to have been

dren

instrumental

and

she

recently

Quatavia is a single

Families of Pinellas has

helping

them to achieve some of

their goals.
These young families
others

and

Eckerd Hall.

in

like

them

should be commended for
accomplishments

the

didn’t know what ,I wanted

many young single moth

children.

her

they’ve made. Every step

to do, where I wanted to go

ers, struggling families and

involvement with Healthy

in the right direction is

and just how I was going to

those who just need a little

Families, she had no goals

another

get there.” This is just one

at all. Lying in a hospital

of many general statements

guidance to help them on
their
way.
Healthy

achieving more of their

bed, staring at the ceiling

goals

heard often from young

Families has helped these

after the delivery of one of

awareness about the rolc of

adults with children. Some

participants improve their

her children, life looked

parenthood.

of these individuals have

quality

through

somewhat bleak and uncer-

Pinellas is a home visita-

Before

step
while

towards

increasing

Healthy

Families

no clue of just how won-

comprehensive

services

derfully

their

that include accessing bet-

excited that life has rapidly

tion program established in

lives could be if they con-

ter education, vocational

changed right before her

1985. The scope of ser-

tinued their education and

skills training, counseling,

eyes and opportunities are

viccs is extremely broad

had a good job that would

goal setting, family plan-

within reach and just wait-'

and varied.

ning, healthcare, childcare,

ing for her. She plans to

Learn How To Preserve
Your Family’s History At
The st. Petersburg
Museum Of History-----Hamisak wiIl present “Scrap-

St. Petersburg Museum of His-

vist at the St. Petersbuig Muse-

booking 101” on November

tory invites members of our

um of History, and Nancy

l5th from 6:30 until 8:30pm.

community to learn how to

Hamisak, of Creative Memo

All classes, except the

trace their family history, and

ries, will conduct a class on

introductory lecture in geneal-

to preserve it for future genera-

how to preserve photos and

ogy, will be held at the St.

tions.

archival documents. This class

Petersbuig Museum of Histo-

will take place on October

ty at 335 Second Avenue NE

November of 2001, the Muse-

l3th from llam until 12 noon

on the Pier approach in down

library perform better in school

and are more likely to use the

Finding The Money For Your
Small Business_____ __ _ __
ST. PETERSBURG-The

you wiIl be better informed to

SBA ‘Gne Stop Capital Shop”

assist you with information on

U.S. Small Business Adminis-

prepare your loan application,

concept. Taking advantage of

your future business needs!

tration (SBA) and the City of

to save time and to increase

these free services offered at

A free seminar on “How to

Sk Petersburg invite you to

your chances of success in

the ‘Genter” will save you

Do Business with the Govern

attend a presentation of the

obtaining a business loan.

time and effort as you start or

ment” will be held Tuesday,

U.S. Small Business Adminis-

This presentation will also

expand your small business

September llth, from 9am-

tration Financing Loan Pro-

cover the services offered at

and increase your chances for

llam at the Doubletree Hotel

grams at the Tampa Bay 2001

the City of SL Petersbuig Busi-

business success. Do not

Tampa Westshore 4500 west

Cypress Street,, Tampa.

MED Week event at the Dou-.

ness

Development Center

become one of that 80% of

bletree Hotel at 4500 West Cy-

(BDC),' whose mission is

small businesses that do not

press Street, Tampa, on Wed-

“Educating and Cultivating

succeed!

nesday, Sept. 12th, at l:30pm.

New Businesses”. The BDC is

This review of SBA Loan

the culmination of efforts to

Loan

Programs will cover the vari
ous loan programs, the benefits

develop a public and private

Information Center (BIC) and

las County, Southwest Florida

partnership that addresses eco

One Stop Capital Shop ser-

Water Management District,

PSTA, Hillsborough Commu-

Please Submit

Your Letters

^heehlu

Challenger @
2500 M.L.

King St. S.
St. Pete 33705

nomic development needs of

vices is part of the 2001 Tampa

Bay MED Week schedule of

nity College, University of

lenders look for in a loan appli-

rounding communities. The

events scheduled for Sept. 10th

South Florida and many more.

qualification

partnership between the U.S.

through Sept. l3th at the Dou

Specific opportunities will

requirements, eligibility, use of

bletree Hotel. Do not miss this

be discussed! If you have any

proceeds and the loan applica-

Small Business Administration and the City of St. Peters-

once a year business event to

questions, please call Minnie

tion process. With this insight,

burg is the core element of the

loan

TAMPA - Kids ages 10 to

Gateway for homework help,

14 - pick up helpful computer

design your own web page and

ratic Uhuru Movement (InP-

renga Waller, and Penny Hess,

tips at “Kids Computer Camp”

learn advanced web searching

DUM) will be hosting a forum

Chairwoman of the African

program on Tuesday, Sept.,

skills whiIe having

“Speak Out Against Police

People’s Solidarity Commit-

Harassment and Misconduct”,

tee.

For more information on

EFFECTIVE SEPTEMBER

or amy @museumofhistoryon-

of his office to

line.org. More information is

1099 5th Ave. N., Ste. 220
(1 block East of St. Anthony Hospital)

on how to write your personaI

mofhistoiyonline.org .

will be held at the St. Peters-

history as a legacy for your

The Family History Sea

buig Museum of History on

children and grandchildren.

son programs are sponsored in

Admission is fiee.

part by the PineIIas County

information.

Quality Continuing Education and
Activities Designed for
Active Adult Learners.

• Art, History, Sciences
• Beginning to Advanced Computer
Classes • Photography • Music
& Literature • Educational Field
Trips Off the Beaten Path
• Speaker Forums • Cultural Festivals
No Degree Required

Is pleased to announce the relocation

and

also avaiIable at wwwmuseu-

(727) 502-0575 for more

South, Sk Petersburg.

ECKERDCOLLEGE

1, 2001

l0:30am

11:30am. This class wiIl focus

House, 1245 18th Avenue

Featuring community tes-

PRINTED

10th

at the St. Petersbuig Times Au-

open to the public. Please call

OR NEATLY

November

ditorium. Continuing classes

This forum is free and

19th at 6:30pm at the Uhuru

MUST BE

INTERNAL MEDICINE

between

on Wednesday, September

TYPEWRITTEN

Keith Brady, M.D.

take place on Sept. 4th at 7pm

InPDUM President, Chimu-

SUBMITTED

Family History Season, and to

Education, at (727) 894-1052

9123.

ALLAHTICLEsl

or membership.

ing”

your friends.
this fiee program call 612-

gy, preservation, and history

“Personal Life History Writ-

with

Library, 7625 Palm River
Road.
Discover the Information

ther information about the

gy. An introductory lecture wilI

fiin

the 78th Street Community

town SL Petersburg. For fur

events are classes in genealo-

timonials. Speakers include:

International People’s Democ-

fiee with museum admission

contact Amy Nolan, Curator of

Killen at (727) 892-5594.

Kids COmputer Calendar
CaMP—---------- AnnOuncement

at the Museum. This event is

Furthermore, Pat Correl of

Largo, City of Sarasota, Pinel-

St. Petersburg and the sur-

11,18 and 25 from 3 to <pm at

ToCTje

burg, City of Tampa, City of

teed loan, what SBA and

um’s Family Histoiy Season

Heritage Village will present

Business

of obtaining an SBA guaran-

will feature classes in genealo-

make a reservation, please

This presentation of SBA

Programs,

Meet one-on-one with the
buyers of the City of Sl Peters-

ST. PETERSBURG-The

rj

For more information, call

272-6411.

cation,

tain. This young mother is

(727) 820-7900

For more information call

Dr. Brady will continue on the same insurance plans.
For more information call (727) 824-7124

(727) 864-7600
or visit www.eckerd.edu/seniorcoUege

Arts CounciI, the City of St.

!2noon. Donna Murray

Aclass on how to turn your

Allen, columnist at the St.

boxes of photos and memora-

Petersburg, the St. Petersbuig

Petersbuig Times, will present

bilia into a keepsafe photo

Times, and the Department of

the lectures, which are free of

album will conclude the Fami-

State, Division of Historical

chaige,

ly History Season. Nancy

Resources.

Petersburg Business Development Center

Accept IVivtkew CowpenaalioH & PIP hwitwnce CCaiau

Kaclok

j

since

library by signin£ up for a

mother of two < wonderful

Sept. 8th and l5th from lOam

card is mailed to the address

1987.

Observed

for library cards. Studies show

helped change the lives of'

-

tion is processed and a library

Very often you’ll find

“At one time in my life, I

on

Library’s website. The applica-

us on when we accomplish

For years now, Healthy

First on the scheduled of

County \

beautiful little girls and

Diploma during a grand

documentation.

Hillsborough

service announcement (PSA)

ceremony held at Ruth

From September through

identification or proof of resi-

cussions. author presentations,

her

Television who taped a public

little

received her High School

Next, Ann Wikoff, Archi-

homework centeis, book dis-

Iibrary card is the most impor-

a

Quatavia Armstrong can

ST. PETERSBURG-The

munity centers, many have

the Tampa Bay Lightning who

nationwide

tant school supply arid it is

time,

shower us with lots of

help to sustain their family.

this year's campaign include

libraries

Sponsoring partners for

wife, Tawanda, have three

little

giving us support, rallying

fulfilling

Registering for a FREE

library card and checkin£ out

of their lives - all it takes is

make a difference.

of life

Li

materials is easy for Hillsbor

American Library Association

Worker, Felecia Savage.

learning.

databases.

ough County residents. Bring

and

Support

access to business, health and
educational

braries are also dynamic com

Quatavia is pictured with
Family

library as a source of lifetime

Steve Johnson and his

patience and the desire to
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Health claims On The Internet:
Buyer Beware---------- ------- ------------former heaIthcare

still too common, so the

marketer of a shark carti-

out of their money and

safe and effective treatment

legitimacy of health claims.

practitioner from Seattle

FTC also is educating con-

lage product promoted as a

harms legitimate marketers

•for HIV/AIDS and required

Two websites can help: the

had several

FTC's Virtual Health Treat-

A

reasons for

sumers on how to shop

cancer treatment without

striving to compete fairly.

warnings about the, serious

The Weekly Challenger Office:

complaining to the Arizona

safely online for health

adequate

substantiation.

Health fraud often targets

drug interaction risks asso-

ments website at www.ftc.

2500 M.L. King Jr. (9th) Street South

Attorney General'about a

products and encouraging

The FTC charged that the

the very sick and even des-

ciated with St. John's Wort.

gov/healthclaims and the

St. PeterSburg, FL 33705

website touting an AIDS

them to talk to their doctor

marketer had embedded the

perate consumers who may

Another

re-

FDA's Buying Medicines

(727) 896-2922

cure. He knew that the

or other healthcare provi-

terms

cancer

even be lured away from

quired consumer refunds

and Medical Products On-

Fax (727) 823-2568

claim was bogus: Scientists

der about the safe use of

therapy,"

treat-

treatments that have proven

for electronic devices and

line website at www-fda.

www.weekIychalIenger.fIorida@gte.net

have yet to discover a cure

supplements and other al-

merit" and "cancer survi-

benefits. It can mislead

herbaI remedies that were

gov/oc/buyonline/default.h
tm. The sites give tips on

♦♦♦♦♦
THE BLACK PRESS believes that America can best
lead the world from racial antagonism when it accords
to every man, regardless of race, creed or color, his
human and legal rights. Hating no man, fearing no

for AIDS. And he knew

ternative health products.

vor" in the site's metatags

people who use an adver-

sold as cures for. cancer,

They're also encouraging

to improve the chances of

tised "cure-all" product into

AIDS, Gulf war Syndrome

how to spot heaIth fraud

six-week

to

the public to report suspi-

online

thinking they're disease-

and many other diseases.

and where to report suspi-

website.
Cure-all Claims

free. As a result, they may

All were required to re-

cious claims.

not seek or continue med-

move their bogus claims,

Whether made on- or

ical care, receive the drugs

from the Web. In addition,

"treatment"

cure the disease was tanta-

cious health claims to gov-

mount to stealing. But the

ernment fraud fighters.

held back.

"clincher" was the claim

Southeast Black
Publishers
Association lnc.

The

On the surface of it, it sounds noble. Make federal

government funds available to churches for much-needed

social service work in communities. The Bush adminis-

tration has used this plan to court the African American

church community, which desperately needs funds to deaI
with the myriad bf probIems in our communities, some of

which may, well be due to the federaI government's own
past actions, which shredded the safety net for those most
in need.
But in order to really understand charitable choice,

one must look below the surface. First, there is the ques-.
tiori of fundih£. While the Bush administration initially

promised many of the African American clergy they met
new fundih£ doIlars for social programs, they have since

backed away from this pledge. Indeed, the charitable

choice initiative has no new dollars set aside for churches
to do their programming. The same dollars which were in
federal budgets previously are available now, only with

not want to set up separate charitable organizations will
now be competing with those large muItimiliion dollar

church-related organizations which have iti the past
received government grants.

And while we're on the subject of funding, how will
these new grant recipients be held fiscally accountable?

As a part ofthe separation of church and state inherent in
our Constitution, the government does not have the right
to audit the. books of a church to see how the church
spends its money. If that rule were changed to allow for

transparency of tax dollars, there would be an entangle-

ment of church and state. On the other hand, one onIy has
to remember back to the l970's government-funded

CETA (Comprehensive Employment and Training Act)

programs where community organizations all too often
mixed government funds with private funds, resulting in
the imprisonment of a nurriber of community leaders

across the nation, to see the possibilities of funding traps.
Then, there is the question of discrimination in both

hiring and service delivery. Currently, church-related nonprofit programs funded by tax dollars are not allowed to

FTC

that

"The public is impor
tant in the fight against

Seattle man filed, for ex-

offline, fraudulent health

or legitimate treatment that

the

ample; prompted the Ari-

claims typically deal with

could keep them healthier

more than 100 other web-

Cleland

The man, who asked

zona Attorney General- to

serious diseases, such as

longer, or take precautions

sites have taken down their

sumers and businesses tell

that his name not be used,

charge a local marketer

AIDS, cancer, heart dis-

us about problems, we can

said the guarantee could

with

ease,

lead people who used the

AIDS

estimates

health fraud," the FTC's

"If

says.

con-

to prevent the spread of

sites

sclerosis,

their disease. Some prod-

claims after the FTC con-

investigate and take action.

The

diabetes and arthritis, as

ucts can interact with med-

tacted them.

Using

product to think they had

claims were removed from

well as chronic medical

may contain harmful sub-

been cured when they had-

the website.

conditions like headaches

stances. In one case, report-

parently forgot the first rule

stop

n't, a fact that could cause

The Lure of the Internet

and back pain. Often, exa£-

ed in the Annals of Internal

of advertising law," the

fraudulent health claims on

the Internet."

False promotions like

a

peddling

bogus

treatment.

multiple

removed

or

their

"These marketers ap-

corn-

consumer

plaints, we can identify and

the

of

promotion

gerated claims are used to

Medicine in 2000, a 52-

FTC's Cleland says. "If

health product hucksters

promote

like

year-old man died from

you're going to make a

The FTC works for the

low-cost access to a huge

DHEA (a hormone supple-

kidney and liver failure,

claim, you better have solid

consumer to prevent fraud

evidence to back it up."

The

offers

Internet

this have the Federal Trade

market. A recent

Commission (FTC) con-

found that more than 90

study

products

(an

which his doctors attrib-

herbal product), and col-

uted to his use of hydrazine

The Food and Drug

business practices in the

ment),

Cat's

Claw

ulent, deceptive and unfair

:rned, too. "These bogus

million Americans use the

loidal silver, as well as

sulfate,

unapproved

Administration's efforts to

marketplace and to provide

consumers'

Internet to find health-re-

diagnostic tests, Such as

product that had been tout-

curtail online marketing of

information to help con

lated information.

electrical "zappers." Cases

ed on the Internet for treat-

unapproved drugs have re-

sumers spot, stop and avoid

ing cancer.

sulted in at least 12 product

them. To file a complaint,

claims
health

put

at risk," says How-

an

ard Beales, Director of the

Online marketers - le-

investigated by the FTC

FTC's Bureau of Consumer

gitimate as weIl as fraudu

and state law enforcement

To combat health fraud

seizures, 11 product recalls,

or to get free information

Protection. "And with mil-

lent - market their products

agencies have involved un-

on the Internet, the FTC

43 arrests and 22 convic-

on any of 150 consumer

lions of Americans going to

through websites, spam and

substantiated claims for the

launched Operation Cure.

tions. The FDA continues

topics, caIl toll-free, 1-877-

the Internet for health in-

chat rooms. The cost is rea-

health benefits of shark

to investigate more than 80

formation, it's doubly trou-

sonable. "A marketer can

cartilage, Essiac herbal tea,

All in 1999. It is,an ongoing federal and state law

bling."

incidences

of

Internet

FTC-HELP

(1-877-382-

4357), or use the complaint

form at www.ftc.gov. The

design and post a website

colloidal silver and electri-

enforcement and consumer

health

recent years, the

for a Iot Iess money than it

cal therapy devices.

education campaign. The

proved drug products.

FTC and other law enforce-

takes to buy ad space in tra-

"A health fraudster's

FTC has since brought 13

agencies

have

ditional media," FTC se-

stock technique is to exag-

law enforcement actions

also key in fighting fraud -

and

stepped up efforts to pre-

nior attorney Richard Cle-

gerate

a£ainst Internet marketers

tar£et consumers, as well

complaints into Consumer

vent the proliferation of

land says.

Cleiand says. "Legitimate

for unsubstantiated health

as law enforcement. Last

Sentinel, a secure, online

marketers know they need

claims. One case resulted

year, the FTC launched a

database available to hun-

In
ment

false health claims on the

Marketers also place

the

science,"

fraud

Education

and

unap-

FTC enters Internet, tele-,

efforts

-

marketing, identity theft

other

fraud-related

Internet: They're using the

misleading

on

appropriate substantiation

in a $1 million settlement

program to teach state, lo-

latest technology to track

their Internet sites to in

to show that a product wiIl

with the maker of the shark
cartilage product promoted
as a cure for cancer., Two

cal and foreign law en-

dreds of civil and criminal
law enforcement agencies

forcers how to investigate

in the U.S. and abroad.

metatags

down fraudulent marketers

crease the Iikelihood that

do what it claims."

quickly and 'efficiently and

their product will turn up

Fighting Health Fraud

bringing enforcement actioris when appropriate. Blit

on search engines. This is

why the concern about

other settlements stopped

among the chargesthe FTC

health fraud? Like other

companies from claiming

sumers aims to heIp them

Internet health scams are

brought against an Internet

fraud, it cheats consumers

that St. John's wort was a

learn how to determine the

Internet-related fraud.
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A LabOr Day Lesson FrOm The
BrOtherhOOd Of Sleeping Car POrters
years, blacks had by far

racism and deteriorating

need the labor movement,

movement. That, in turn,

came

of

been the most exploited

inner-city schools have left

the labor movement, for the

will weaken the political

greater than those of to-

August 25. 1925, some 500

segment of the workforce -

miIlions of black workers

sake of its own survival

right and result in legisla-

day's trade unions. Back in

black PuIlman car porters

first as slaves, then as

without the ability to com

needs to bring black and

tion geared to the ecbnom-

assembled in the auditori-

sharecroppers, and then as

pete for skilled work. Fur-

other minority workers into

ic

America's working fami

victims off a Jim Crow caste

lies.

system that excluded them

by Norman Hi 11

the

On

more entities qompeting for them. Moreover, small congregations or even large churches which in the past did

seeing the

that the product was "100

for HIV infection.

bv Bernice Powell Jackson

the

complaint

users

percent guarahteed."

them to put others at risk

A New Kind
Of Bait And
SwitCh:
Charitable
ChoiCe---------

"cancer

settlement

that the $1,000 charge for a

man...the Black Press strives to help every man in the
firm belief that all men are hurt as long as anyone is

MEMBER

"non-toxic

evening

and

social

needs

of

against

far

odds

the l920s and 1930s, Afri

can Americans were the

urn of the ImperiaI Lodge

workers limited to the least

thermore. the decline of

its ranks. AIthough tra^e

ofEIksat 160 West 129th

skilled, and lowest-paying

American industry in the

union

Street in Harlem. The New

jobs. But the Brotherhood's

l970s,

1990s

ploded in the 1930s and

So from any point of

from almost every area of

York

News

success marked the be£in-

eliminated milIions of the

1940s, partly because of a

view - organizational, po-

American life. Mainstream

described the gathering as

ning of a new day because

unionized, unskilled and

great influx of black work-

litical. economic or social -

American

"the greatest labor mass

RandoIph,

president,

semiskilled production jobs

ers, unions face great chal-

union or£anizing is what

then was far more hostile

Amsterdam

its

1980s and

membership

ex-

back

society

used the organization to

that once served African

lenges today. In the finaI

today's trade unions must

toward blacks than it is to

Negro, working

criticize organized labor's

Americans

stepping-

decades of the twentieth

do first and foremost. But

any group today. And the

men". The porters - who
worked 400 hours a month

discriminatory and exclu-

stones

middle

century, organized Iabor's

to overcome today's chai-:

Pullman

sionary

Ran-

class: In their place, many

ranks declined as a propor-

lenges. labor must recog-

employed the porters was

for less than $100 - came at

dolph's attacks on trade

bIacks have had to settle

tion of the whoIe work-

nize that a growing propor

even more hostile to trade

the behest of A. Philip

union discrimination con-

for minimum or near-mini-

force - due in large part to

tion of the workforce is

unionism than most con-

RandoIph, a HarIem radica!

mum wage jobs in the most

industry's decline - while a

composed of minorities -

temporary

and labor activist who pro-

tributed to the integration
of the labor movement. In

unorganized service sector.

resurgent

right

primarily African Ameri-

Yet the porters won.

posed the formation of the

turn, trade unions became a

These workers need union

made labor one of its pri-

Brotherhood of Sleeping

powerfuI force for ending

representation as much as

mary targets. Now, at the

cans, Latinos, Asians, im
migrants and women. This

inspiration to contempo-

Car Porters.

discrimination in the work-

the Pullman' car porters did.

start of the twenty-first

means that the trade unions

rary unions, but it also is a

place - and throughout so-

The Brotherhood stands as

century, the trade union

must have more union or-

standing challenge to them.

ciety in general.

an inspiration for organiz-

movement must stand up

ganizers from these groups

For if the

ing bIack

and meet these challenges.

and must also be prepared

could succeed then labor

meeting ever held of, for,

and

by

This meeting marked a

milestone in the history of

policies.

All that is true, you

as

the

into

workers. The

political

This

Company

that

corporations.
should

be

an

Brotherhood

discriminate in hiring or in delivering services to clients.

the American Iabor move-

On the other hand, churches themselves were exempted

ment, for the Brotherhood

may say, but now, seventy-

question is, will today's la-

The way for labor to

to cope with the special

can

- which won a union con-

six years after its founding,

bor movement have the

overcome its woes is no

characteristics and prob-

immigrants

exemption for churches would be allowed for aII their

tract after a brutal twelve-

what is the significance of

drive to do what Randolph

secret. It lies in organizing

lerns of workers who have,

now. What it takes is the

programs. Thus, if a church did not want to hire an unman-

year struggle - became the

the

did many decades ago?

drive, determination and fi-

first successful black-led

After all, unions have for

trade union in this country.

the most part put their ra-

second

cist practices behind them.

under the Civil Rights Act. Under the Bush plan, that

ried mother or a person of another race because of its reli-

£ious beliefs, it would be perfectly legal. Indeed, just
before the Congress passed the charitable choice legisla-

tion, a private agreement between some in the Bush

administration and the Salvation Army that the SaIvation

Army would not have to hire gay and lesbian people,
came io light. While the administration backed off that
agreement, it could easily make a similar one in the

future. It is for this reason that the civil rights community
has opposed charitable choice - once discrimination
against any one £roup is allowed in either employment or
service delivery, it is too easy to deny this to others. It's a

slippery slope.
The issue of separation of church and state is also an

important one. Recently, that discussion too often has

been characterized as takin£ prayer out of schools. But it
is important to remember that this nation was founded on

that separation, after our European ancestors suffered reli-

Brotherhood to

us?

and

women

the unorganized. Growing

to one degree or another,

And that leads us to the

Iabor's ranks means, of

been excluded from the

nancial commitment need-

which

course, that more workers

ed to do the job. If trade

the

task, they can stand tall as

comes from the perspective

enjoy the benefits, of union

American mainstreamIt is at this point thai

that

of the union movement.

representation. But it also

the

American history. That's

while active racism has

For while exploited Afri-

means increased political

Brotherhood is meaningful.

the Brotherhood of Sleep-

recause for three hundred

sharply declined, historical

can-American

clout for the trade union

The Brotherhood's triumph

ing Car Porters did.

The Brotherhood was

One

also a milestone in African-

answer

is

answer,

workers

experience

of

unions can accomplish the

gious persecution by governments which required them to

and churches. Churches do have a moral obligation to

Finally, there is the question of how a church can

belong to state reIigions. We have an important Iegacy to

work with the poor. Indeed, Christ's words that he came to

maintain its prophetic role if it is dependent on govern-

protect - the right of all to believe and worship gs con-

bring.good news to the poor ring true even today. But we

ment dollars for pro£rarhs. The prophetic role of the

science dictates. As our nation becomes increasingIy reli-

as churches must do so out of our Christian conviction,

church is a sacred trust handed down from the Hebrew

giousIy plural, this is even more important. Nor should a

not out of an availability of government funds. Likewise,

Testament days and alive in the l960's civil rights move-

person be required to join y church or, engage in worship

the £overnment has the responsibility to address systemic

ment. It must not be dismissed easily. One possible con-

in order to receive drug or alcohol treatment or to receive

reasons for poverty - the crisis of education in our cities

flict has already been played out by the Bush administra-

a meaI to eat or a bed to sleep in.

which can't be fixed merely by national testing standards;

tion's picking and choosing of representatives of the black

Then, there is the troubling back-tracking by the fed-

the lack of a living wage, affordable housing and univer-

church to meet with about charitable choice, whiIe leav-

eraI government on its responsibility for the poor and

sal heaIth care, which threaten hundreds of thousands of

ing out the National Congress of BIack Churches, which

oppressed and its continuing effort to blame the poor and

famiIies today. No church can address these basic human

represents major African American denominations. While

pass responsibility for them to non-profit or£anizations

rights without the government playing a key roIe.

charitable choice sounds good, the buyer must beware.
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t
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WOMAN'S WORLD
The Links, Inc., To Excellence in Teaching
Hold Benefit Affair Award Celebrates 12th Year

On the Edge of Darkness:
Conversations About Conquering Depression

ST. PETERSBURG-The
St. Petersburg Chapter of The

CLEARWATER - Opera-

tion PAR and Community

Partners present “On the Edge
of Darkness: Conversations

About Conquering Depres-

lar writer, journalist and public
' speaker and one ofthe millions
of individuals with depiession.
As a mental health advocate,

Cronkite delivers a clear message: Depression must be

dens will be provided.
Partial proceeds from this

Gardens is located at 1825 4th

event will be contributed to the

St. N., St. Petersburg.

Boy Scouts.

Kathy Cronkite

encing depression as well as

As a Iayperson who has
extensiveIy researched depres-

PAR,

1-888-727-6398

by

Sept. 26th.

A Professional Education-

sion’s causes and cures, she is

About Conquering Depres-

uniquely able to educate others

aI

sion”, Cronkite interviewed

on these matters. As a con-

Ruth Eckerd Hall Monday,

celebrities ’having depression

sumer

of

mental

health

Workshop wiIl be held at

October

1st,

from

8am-

including Mike Wallace, Joan

resources, Cronkite brings

12:30pm. RSVP to Juvenile

Rivers, Dick Clark and Kitty

hands-on experience to her cri

Welfare Board, (727) 547-

Dukakis. Combined with the

tique of the seivices availabIe.

5690 by Sept. 26th.

insights from renowned men-

A Community Dinner and

The Links, Inc., is a pre-

Thornton and Link Alma Sin-

organization with over 9,500

gletary, chairpersons, have

members in more than 270

tal health researchers, these

Reception will be heId Sunday,

nurses, addiction profession-

Sept. 30th. from 6-8:30pm at

als. licensed clinical social

dispellin£ Iight on tlie myths

Ruth

1111

workers, psychologists, mentaI

and sti£ma that surround men-

McMullen Booth Road, Clear-

heaIth counselors and mar

tal illness.

water. RSVP to Operation

riage and family therapists.

Eckerd

Hall,

Speaking Out About
Local News------------ST. PETERSBURG-On

pubIic engagement in conjunc

prior to the national broadcast.

Tuesday evening, October 2,

tion with a PBS series called

St. Petersburg was one of these

2001, the St. Peteisburg eom-

Local News.

sites. As Iead partner, the

(NCNW) has paid tribute to

presenting

its

prestigious

Excellence in Teaching Award.
pany, this award was created in

honor of NCNW founder
Mary McLeod Bethune to recognize and reward public and

private school teachers who

worked diligently, to make this

chapters in 39 states, includin£

end-of-the-summer event in

the District of Columbia,

continue her legacy of instill-

the beautiful setting of Sunken

Hawaii, Nassau, Bahamas and

Gardens the socio-civic event

Frankfort Germany. These

ing a thiist for knowledge in
African-American children.

of the season and one long

women are committed to edu-

remembered as the zenith of

cational, cultural and civic

entertaining

activities to enhance growth,

and

development and enjoyment

for the citizenry in their respecFor additional infonnation

94.1 Smooth Jazz Radio, Jazz

about Jazz and Cultural Arts at

Swing featuring Dd' Rel, Jazz

Sunken Gardens, contact Link

by Shawn Brown and Compa-

Mozell Davis at.327-2027.

ny, as well as entertainment by

Here is a small sampling of

past Excellence in Teaching
Award recipients who have

continued to demonstrate a
commitment to furthering the

education of African-Ameri-

tive communities.

entertainers are Geoige Nix of

For reservations, please

Mimes of St, Petersburg.

contact Link Deborah Flana-

Other featured attractions are

gan at 321-6600.

visual aits by Herb Snitzer’s

IBWC Presents
17th Annual
Health Conference

Three CEU’s are offered to

celebrity conveisations cast a

Council of Negro Women, Inc.

Sponsored by Shell Oil Com

dominately black women’s

Sunken Gardens” featured

help available for those experi-

WASHINGTON, DC -

For 12 years, the National

guiding lights in education by

ber 9 from 5-9pm. Sunken

“Jazz and Cultural Arts at

ma attached to it and to make

In her book, “On the Edge

Sunken Gardens on Septem-

affairs.

tion in order to combat the stig-

of Darkness: Conversations

served, and tours of the gar-

relaxing

accepted as a medical condi-

their families.

Light refreshments will be

Arts in a benefit affair at

Chapter members, under

Cronkite, daughter of Walter

Kathy Cronkite is a popu-

Book ofPoetry by Rose Peek.

Links, Inc., wilI celebrate the

the directions of Link Joyce

sion:, featuring author Kathy
Cronkite.

Collections and book signing -

NORFOLK, VA - The

Rose, ‘The latest statistics say

can students.
“I teach because I love

children, chalk dust and chal-

lenges!” jokes Sharon M.

Janice James

Draper, the 1996 Midwestern
Recipient. “I was probably

evening and attended college

learned that there are infinite

classes during the day to

ways to approach academics.

bom to be a teacher. I never

become

certified teacher.

“I’ve been able to'reach kids

had any other plans,” says

“For her to work so hard to

that others have Iabeled as

a

Draper, who, as a child, taught

become a teacher, I knew it

‘slow’ or unreachable because

entire lessons to her dolls, her

had to be a worthy profession,”

I give’them skills that are real-

dogs and even the kids in her

James says. “I am really stand-

istic,” says the 1996 Hartford

ing on her shoulders’’-

Teacher of the Year. “What I

Cleveland, OH,

nei£hbor-

hood. Draper is the author of

Yvonne J.D. Griffin, the

12 books for young adults,

1999 Northeastern Recipient,

children arid teachers.

never wanted to do anythin£

Truly, Sharon Draper, Jan

Teaching has been a life-

other than teach. “I didn’t

ice James, Yvonne Griffin and

teach applies directly to their
lives.”

International Black Women’s

that one in every eight women

long passion for Janice D.

know there was another job!”

others are shining examples of

Congress (IBWC). a non-prof-

is going to have breast cancer.

James, 1999 National Excel-

she exclaimed. As a 30-year

the outstanding educators that

it, community based organiza-

We shouldn’t have people try-

lence in Teaching Award

veteran in the Family and Con-

make the Excellence in Teach-

tion headquartered in Norfolk,

ing to find a support group,

Recipient from Louisville, KY.

sumer Science sequence at

ing Awards a success each

VA, and founded by Dr. La

support should be out there.

Her mother raised five chil-

Hartford Public High School,

year.

Francis Rodgers-Rose, will

When churches, for example,

dren, cleaned a school in the

in Hartford, CT, Griffin has

present their l7th annual con-

ference “Black women and

get serious about this issue, we
can do something. Ministers

Breast Cancer: A ‘wholistic’

should be talking about this

issue from the pulpit.”,

Tne Resource Center
For Women 25th
Anniversary Kickoff

munity will have an oppoituni-

Produced by Lumiere Pro-

League has been working on a

Perspective” in September in

ty to speak out about the con-

ductions and ThirteenAVNET.

way that community members

CleveIand, OH. The confer

tent and delivery of local news

New York, Local News is a

and Iocal media representa-

ence is scheduled for Friday

together a seIect group of

broadcasts. The League of

five-part series that depicts a

ti ves could get together to have

through Sunday, Sept. 21-23 at

physicians, nurses and other

the Tenth Annual Tribute to

Call Resource Center for

Women Voters of the St.

local news station’s struggle to

a meaningful dialogue on our

the Sheraton CIeveIand Centre

heaIth practitioners, social sci-

Women - Honoring Women of

Woman at (727) 893-7134,

HoteI in Cleveland. OH.

entists.

The conference

brings

Petersbuig Area, in partnership

improve ratings and increase

local news. The League is cur

with The Poynter Institute and

viewers in the face of intense

rently seeking participants

WFLA - Channel 8, are

competition while attempting

who are willing to watch local

recruiting community-based

tb serve the community. This

news over a few weeks and be

proach to understanding breast

Friday, September 21,2001,6

cancer and its impact on bIack

- 9pm, at the Enoch D. Davis

women.

Center, 1 i 11

researchers,, social

Impact in Community Service,

(727) 586-1110 or (727) 981-

workers, breast cancer sur-

Business, and Leadership and

7267. Co-Sponsored by City

organizers, bIack women con

vivors and community Ieadeis

Business Women Showcase.

of St. Petersbuig, FL.

tinue to have the highest breast

to develop a wholistic ap-

According to conference

organizations, business lead-

series will air locally at 10pm

willing to discuss its content

cancer death rates among al!

ers, and interested individuals

and delivery in a facilitated

racial

to come together with news

on WEDU - Channel 3 on
October 9, 16, 213, 30 and

forum on October 2, 2001 at

despite lower incidence rates.

professionals to discuss how

November 6.

the Museum of Fine Arts.

African-American

Iocal news coverage can be

As part of the public

If you are interested in

more relevant and engage a

being a part of the project,

broader audience. This project,

engagement
campaign.
Roundtable selected ten sites

“Speaking Out About Local

throughout the country to pIan

was initiated by

and host outreach activities

gIun@tampabay.rr.com.

News,”

and ethnic

groups,
women

Among

the

offerings are Research on

ST. PETERSBURG-The

Please RSVP, number of

advanced stages of the disease.

“Black Women and Breast

Resource Center for Women

guests, by Friday. September

please contact Mary Berglund

Additional factois related to

Cancer”,

with

cordially invites you to attend

14,2001.

at (727) 823-2917 or mber-

body mass, Iack of exercise

Breast Cancer: Drawing tlie

and exposure to environmental

Picture”, “BIack women and

tend to seek treatment at more

“Surviving

hazards exacerbate the already

Breast Cancer Community

Chamber women’s Council ls
‘Breaking The Grass Ceiling’

critical situation.

Response” and otheis.

The tournament will be

Hole-in-one sponsor Dew

Renaissance Vinoy Resort &

held on Thursday, November

Cadillac wiH offer fantastic

Golf Club in St. Petersbuig

1, at the Vinoy's famous golf

prizes, incIuding'a newCadil-

will be the location ofthe 2001

course. Registration will begin

lac. Longest drive and elosest-

Golf Tournament hosted by

at noon, with lunch and driving

to-the-pin contests are aIso

the Women’s Council of the St.

practice before the lpm shot-

planned and $1,400 in cash

Petersbuig Area Chamber of

gun start. Registration fee

prizes wiIl be awarded to the

Commerce. Titled ‘Breaking

includes a boxed lunch, cart,

winning teams. (Tickets are

the Grass Ceiling’, the event is

greens fees, practice balls and

required for some contests)

designed to encourage women

Awards Reception to foIIow

For more information or to

and men to take to the links

the outing. The deadline for

register, call Dianne Caton at

together, building business

relationships and networking

pre-paid registration is Friday,
October 26. HoIe sponsorships

ber of Commerce at. (727)

contacts to further business

are also avaiIable through re£-

821-4069.

opportunities.

istration.

4

the St. Petersburg Area Cham-

IBWC

For information, caIl the

founder and conference direc

IBWC headquarters in Nor-

tor, Dr. La Francis Rodgers-

folk, VA, at 757.625.0500.

According

j

to

If You Think You Might
HaVe A Good Story Or
Article - Please Send It

To

UU

The Challenger.

Beauty Palace u
Shirley Brown-Stylist/Owner

Barber Services • Hair Consultant
Services • Manicurist • Nail
Maintenance • Massage Therapist
• Skin Care & Make-Up

"Where Every Occasion Is A Special Occasion"

CALL FOR APPOINTMENTS WALK-INS WELCOME

■
PLEASE
SUPPORT OUR
.PAPER BV
SUPPORTING
OUR
aOUERTISERS

Capri Real Estate Corporation
“Your Key To Buying A New Home"

BETTYE J. NEWSOME

Realtor
REALTOR

6798 Crosswinds Drive N., Suite A-101

St. Petersburg, FL 33710
PL one:

727/341-0754

Fax: 727/384-3325
Cell: 727/415-2756

BETTY J. NEWSOME
E-MAIL: hnewsome@caprirealestate.com

FAMILY EYE CARE
DR. DEBORAH FLANAGAN
■
■
■
■
■

BOARD CERTIFIED
OPTOMETRIC PHYSICIAN
Eye Examinations
Eye Diseases
Contact Lenses
Children's Vision
Vision Nutrition Therapy

"A Personal Touch from Caring Professionals"

Allene Gammage-Ahmed

Monday - Saturday

An Affiliate of

The Weekly Challenger
(727) 896 - 2922

72

•Photography & Journalism

• Advertising

18th Avenue

South. St. Petersburg, FL.

workshop

Roundtable, Inc., to provide

ST. PETERSBURG-The

This event will be heId on

Standard Hours
of Operation

We accept or match most
lnsUrance Vision Care plans.

727-827-3951

• Special Events

1717 lst AVE. N.
St. Petersburg

• Church & Business Functions
• Class & Family Reunions

-t

2914 FlRST AVE. NORTH

321-6600

AMERICAN EXPRESS - DISCOVER - VISA - MASTERCARD • GIFT CERTIFICATES

i

Can the way you bank be this individual?
At Bank of America, it’s completely your decision. Which is why we give you a whole array of financial solutions to choose from. Like Bank of America

Advantage® checking, which not only saves you money by giving you free banking services, but rewards you with preferred rates on linked money

market savings accounts, CDs and most loans and lines of credit.TOr a Photo Security® credit card, which comes with a special 5.9% introductory APR
and the added security of your photo and signature right on the front?* Think of the card as personal protection from high rates. No matter where you

happen to find yourself in life, we can help find a solution that helps you make more of your time and money. For details, stop by a banking center,

call 1.800.900.9000 or visit www.bankofamerica.com/myway.

Bankof America
embracing ingenuity

*Fer details about balance requirements, transaction limitations and other information, please see the Personal schedule of Fees or speak with a Bank of America associate. Credit is subject to approval and normal credit standards apply. Loan discount does not apply to certain types of loans, such as mortgages
and dealer loans.
' ■
"
"*For Classic, Gold and Platinum, a low fixed rate 5.9% purchase and balance transfer APR applies for the first six billing cycles. In CA, 0R, WA and ID, a Bank ofAmerica relationship account is required to receive the 5.9% introductory APR; otherwise, a fixed 6.9% APR applies. Thereafter, a variable purchase
APR applies - currently between 9.74% and 19.74%. The minimum finance charge for a purchase is $.50. Cash advance APR is a variable rate, currently 19.80% (19.8% minimum). Total foreign currency conversion adjustment 3% of foreign transaction (This is waived for Advantage checking customers). If
you miss two consecutive minimum payments, your APR for all balances will be a variable rate, currently 21.74%. Cash'advance fee: 3% to 4% of each advance (minimum $3 to $20). Rates effective as ofAugust 1,2001. Credit cards issued by Bank of America, N.A. (USA). other products and rates available,
speak with a Bank ofAmerica associate for details. Credit is subject to approval; normal credit standards apply. Photo security option is subject to availability.
Bank ofAmerica, N.A. Member FDIC. Equal Housing Lender tst @2001 Bank of America Corporation
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BuffalO Soldiers Share LabOr of LOve
by Allene Gammage-Ahmed

the world. Roundtree was

ST. PETERSBURG -

overwhelmed with thc par-

One of the greatest events

ticipation

to take place over the

given by the men, women,

weekend was the Buffalo

boys and girls towards

Soldiers

such a worthy cause. “Next

Motorcycle

and

support

Club’s 4th Annual Labor

year,” he shouted, “will be

Day Bike Rally that bene-

even greater than this and

fitted

Children’s

All

Hospital

Foundation.

we

continue

will

our

with

involvement

this

Hundreds of bikers from

Foundation and our out-

all over the United States

reach to these wonderful

showed up in support of

children.”

The

this cause as they traveled

were

bikcrs

down 6th Street South
towards All Children’s

escorted from one destina-

Hospital

Tampa Police Department,

to

share

their

tion to the other by the

labor of love with some of

Hillsborough County offi-

our most vulnerable - chil-

cers, Florida Highway
Patrol'and St. Petersburg

dren who deserve every

Department.

ounce of love, attention

Police

and gifts they can get -

Organized groups of bikers

those children and families

came from Miami, Boston,

frequenting All Children’s

Virginia,

Hospital,

Orlando,

All you could hear for

‘ California,
Tampa,

West

Palm Beach, Jersey, North

South

Carolina,

blocks were the revving of

and

motors, honking of horns

Georgia,

and sirens; all you could

Bradenton as well as local,

see were bikes of all types,

state and national officers.
Additional

colors and sizes lining both

sides of the street as they

gathered to present the
Foundation

with

funds

Sarasota,

funds

raised, at the Bike Rally
Picnic

and

the Annual

Dance Party will also ben-

Children’s

All

raised from their poker

efrt

runs which took place in

Hospital. Both events were

Tampa, Clearwater and St.

very successful and those

Petersburg. Dianne Allan

attending had a great time

and Allison Young were on

with

hand to receive this gener-

Showtime, and, delicious

music

food

check in the amount of

women’s

S1,620

from

Buffalo

D.

J.

by

the

auxiliary

that

prepared

ous labor of love gift, a

Soldiers Thomas Macon

by

didn’t seem to run out there was plenty.

and Carl Laury. Blood,

This was a remarkable

sweat nor tears could keep

event and the excitement

these bikers from joining

drew

in on one accord to show

everywhere to join

that, together, we all can

Buffalo Soldiers in support

make a difference - it was

of their labor of love.

absolutely phenomenal!
Reginald. Roundtree,

Photos
Productions

Grand

Marshall,

came

along to be a part of the

excitement,

wearing

a

smile that would light up

graphy.

from

spectators

the.

by

Peace

and

Photo-
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With All Children’s Hospital
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Motorcycle Club

Cavalry Charge For Children1
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Major Credit Cards Accepted

Fbimo & 6t{b By UafeMdu

807-4359
11SO o2ed A*«. S^dh St. PeUrshorg, Ft 33711

Testae's Newest Bay Area Business Listing

(one Block North of Martin Luther King Blvd.)
4013 N. 34th Street • Tampa, Florida 33610

James & Ada jOhnsOn, OWners

813-231-4418
-^uVoiv Sc/iVlng SBunch &

—
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North Central Florida
Society
In
ocala

LIGHT
ffefc

OfThe
WorLD
By

DANlEL

by

Florence
Williams Ray

Banks
.

MARY SUE RICH

Horida Department of Correc-

FOR

tions.

MAYOR!

• Has served on the Judi-

I’m endorsing Ocala City

Councilwoman

Shekial Johnson

Kayler Tacora McGill

Mary

■■■kA*
Latacia S. Smith

Part 2 of the WEED & SEED report on the After-School Program (PSIMAS) at Howard Academy/Safe
Haven, where are they now? Kayler McGill, Shekial Johnson and Trellis Jones are currently attending
Central Florida Community College in Ocala, FL. Latacia S. Smith now attends Chatham College in
Pittsburgh, PA. More next week.

Sue

Weed & Seed Task Force,
Governor’s Westside Revital-

made a commitment to run,

ization Council, Executive

but I’ve asked her several

Board of the Withlacoochee

times to please register before

Regional Planning Council,

the deadline, which we believe

Metropolitan Planning Orga

to be around the middle of

nization,

September. I believe she’d

Advisory Council at Central

make an exceIlent mayor,

Florida Community College,

despite the fact that she’s

and has chaired the Communi-

Republican (smile)! I’ve seen

ty Council Against Substance

her in action as council mem-

Abuse.

GAINESVILLE

three-week sessions in June

Through two University of

and July.

for Minority Students Program, funded by a five-year

SOMETHING YOU'D

LIKE TO SELL?

Participating students ex-

NIH grant, is offered to stu-

more than 50 students gained

plored health-care careers by

dents who are either in college

hands-on research experience

attending various presentations'

and interested in attending

or insight into the array of

and shadowing professionals

medical school or already are

health-care professions.

in the colleges of Medicine ,

attending

The Health Care Summer
Institute, offered to rising high

Nursing, Health Professions.

Some students also are consid-

CHALLENGER?

Dentistry, Pharmacy and Vet-

ering a career in biomedical

YOU'LL BE HAPPY

school seniors, is designed to

erinary Medicine. They aIso

research.

increase the number of minor

took

ity students interested in pursu-

course.

medical

RATES ARE.

The students and their
parents die very appreciative

taste of research in the hope
that it gives them a lifeiong

college

of this opportunity, including

interest in conducting re-

careers. The National Institutes

the SAT preparation course,

search,” said the grant’s princi-

of Health Short-Term Re-

that will prepare these young-

pal

successful

investigator,

M.

Ian

search Training for Minority

sters for success in college,”

Phillips, Ph.D., D.Sc., who is

Students Program gives col-

said Donna Parker, M.D., the

UFs associate vice president

lege, £raduate and professional

College of Medicine’s assis-

of research and graduate edu-

students the opportunity to

tant dean for minority affairs.

cation. Phillips works with

conduct research and ieam

The program is open to

Beverly Vidaurreta Wright,

how scientific investigations

African-Americans, Mainland

Ph.D., the College of Medi-

are integrated into medical

Puerto

cine’s assistant dean for minor-

Ricans,

Mexican-

Americans, American Indians,

ity affairs, and Sara Galli,

Alaskan Natives and Pacific

Ph.D., the grant’s research

the Health Care Summer Insti-

Islanders. The Association of

coordinator, to organize the

tute is sponsored by the UF

American Medical Colleges

program.

schools.

Now in its seventh year,

College of Medicine’s Office

has identified these groups as

undenepresented

and their housing and travel

among health-care profession-

expenses also are covered.

cation Centers, Shands at UF

als. Students are selected based

They are selected based on

Food and Nutrition Services,

on grade point average, letters

academic standing, letters of

and Shands at UF Hospital

of

Minority

Affairs,

the

Operations. Thirty-seven students participated in the program, offered during two

being

recommendation

and

The

recommendation, essays, and
their commitment to and inter-

essays.
eight-week

NIH

Cai i

396 2922

;l< COME IN TODAY

2500

St.

est in research.

share

There will be hundreds of

$1,258,876 in School Recog-

beautiful butterflies housed in

nition Awards from the State

a temporary aviary provided

Department of Education.

by the Greathouse Butterfly

local

schools

will

The funding for each

Farm. Participants will be able

school is based on the number

to stroll through the house full

of students and its perfor-

of butterflies feasting on native

mance on the Florida Compre-

plants and lighting on their

hensive

Test.

curious visitors. Proceeds from

Schools receive money for

the festival will launch Hos-

improving their letter grades or

pice of Marion County’s

maintaining an A grade.

newest service, Children’s

Assessment

ship Ocala Class 10, President

of First Step Inc., member of

$67,624;

The Hospice of Marion

position as Councilwoman

Emerald Shores,

Florida Association of Com

County Children’s Bereave-

makes ner privy to the needs of

Greenway, $67,402; Ocala

munity Corrections, and is a

Springs, $68,778; Shady Hill,

all of Ocala.

past president of Florida Coun-

$65,153;

The recipients include:

South

Bereavement Camps.

ment Camp is a safe place for

Ocala,

children who have endured the

Her area of residence

cil on Crime and Delinquency.

$55,208;

Spam

$46,440;

loss of a loved one to explore

keeps her especially attuned to

Ward/Highlands,

$.75,998

the emotions they are having

the needs of West Ocala. Dur-

• Is a member of the Ebony
Women Civic Club, Profes-

Belleview Middle, $130,283

and take great steps down the

ing her tenure on the City

sional Women’s Club, Ocala

pathway to healing.

Council, she has always kept

Republican Professional Wo-

Dunnellon Middle, $104,000;
Howard Middle, $125,852;

this city’s minority popuIation

men, and the Marion County

North

Middle,

ment Camp will be held on

at heart. We need qualified

Republican Executive Com-

$92,450;

High,

black Ieadership in Ocala and I

mittee.

Saturday, January 19, 2002. It

$182,752, and Vanguard High,

•Has received the Distin-

great job as Ocala’s next

guished Service Award from

mayor. Please call her and heIp

the Florida Council on Crime

me to convince her to run!!!

Marion

Forest

$176,934.

involves 30 plus volunteers, 35
support groups, recreation,

GREETINGS

Mrs. Rich’s composite is

The children’s Bereave-

campers, snacks, lunch, grief

BIRTHDAY

and Delinquency.

Let’s get behind Mrs. Rich

Happy birthday greetings

crafts and a celebration of life

service. All this will be held at

the Hospice of'Marion Cbunty

and support her, not onIy dur-

longer than any other council

go out to Elton Bellamy, Sep-

ing her campaign, but also

Center for Caring as an all day

tember 2nd; Maxine Gaynes.

throughout the two-year term
as Cfcala’s first black, female

member’s!
‘ ‘Also, I heard the voice of

September 3rd; Tracy Blocker,

the Lord, saying, “Whom shall

event.
If you have a child who

September 5th; Edna Clark

mayor!

I send, and who will go for

could

English, September 7th.
****

Bereavement Camp, please

us?" Then said I, ‘Here am I;

send me,”’ - Isaiah 6:8

found online at www.ocalafl-

Let us sincerely pray for

orgZrich.htm:
• Has represented District 2

Mrs. Rich that the Lord will
influence her decision making

(far western sector) on the

and that He will strengthen and

Ocala City Council since

keep her should she decide to

November 1995.

run to add one more credit to

tion Senior Supervisor at the

her race!

benefit

call 873-7440 or mailin the
reservation request to Hospice

FESTIVAL

of Marion County, Attn: Com-

TO BE HELD
Hospice of Marion County

munity Outreach Department,
P.O. Box 4860, Ocala 34478.

Business, you know, may bring money, but friendship hardly ever does.

—Jane Austen

Pray for me.

9th St.

S.

P’ tERSBURG

-

cially designed to provide all

licensing to manufacturers

ment of Invention Technolo-

Shopping for products that are

necessary supplies in a conve-

interested in new product

gies, Inc., at (800) 940-9020

essential to a newborn’s com-

nient kit for newborns.

development, especially in the

ext. 285 or at products@-

CORAL

GABLES

fort requires great knowIedge

Inventors, Robert Lee Dol-

baby products industry. Mr.

invent-tech.com.

and patience. Parents often

lar, Jr. and Gloria Dollar of

and Mrs. Dollar are hoping to

Technologies, Inc. is a Coral

have to make several trips to

Lecanto, FL began developing

have the Newborn Care Kit in

Gables, FL based firm that is

the store before they are abIe to

their idea for the Newborn

lull production and available to

handling the publicity and

enjoy the convenience of hav-

Care Kit in June of2001. They

the public within the very near

public relations for the New

future.

born Care Kit.

ing eveiything that they need.

created this product in order to

Now an innovative new prod-

simplify the task of shopping

uct has been created to make

for baby supplies. •

things easier for parents and
l +.IHUWU,«uil

caregivers. This device is spe-

I

This original idea is now

Additional

about the Newborn Care Kit

SUPPORT THEj

can be obtained by contacting

BLACK PRESS

the PubIicity/Press DepartUnited Theological Seminary
and
Bible College
Extention Ocala, Florida '
second Bethlehem Baptist Association
Dr. Fred Maeweathers, Sr., Center Director/Moderator
Dr. O. van Pinkston, Moderator Emeritus

Dr. B.F. Martin, President
352-351-5029 or 352-237-5215
FAX: 352-369-0998

Use your voice to
help fight breast cancer.
Call to learn how.
AMERICAN
S’CANCER
' ’ SOCIETY
1-800-ACS-2345 | www.cancer.org.

BOB HOPE, WILBERT PRINCE,
ARTHUR GRAY, FELIX WOODS
"^Brnafrfuay Jlarber
Anybody Could Cut Your Hair, But CouId
Anybody Give You What You Want?

306 SW Broadway
OcaIa, FL 34475

SpeciaIizing In:
AfroS • ReguIar CutS
FadeS • DeSigner CutS
Drawing CutS • $8.00 & Up

Invention

information

Licensed:

A

the

HOSPICE BUTTERFLY

Short-Term Research Training

READ
NEWSPAPER
EVERY DAY

from

New Care Kit For Newborns

Students receive a stipend,

region’s four Area Health Edu-

of

TO. SEE HOW
REASONABLE OUR

ing a health career, as well as to
have

Weekly

gram is to give young people a

teach skills to help participants

2001 from 9am to 4pm at the

According to the Marion Rosslor Manor located in Sil
County School District 13 ver Sprin£s, FL.

NOT

ADVERTISE IT IN THE

school.

‘The purpose of this pro-

an SAT preparation

Why

will be held on September 22,

STATE AWARD MONEY

numerous occasions and she
knows how to run Ocala. Her

• Is a Correctional Proba-

Florida summer programs,

Justice

first annual Butterfly Festival

• Is a member of Leader-

composite sketch that can be

Do YOU HAVE

Criminal

SEVERAL LOCAL

SCHOOLS TO SHARE

ber and council president, on

The following is from her

UF Summer Programs Introduce
Minority Students To Health
Careers And Research-------------

cial Nominating Commission,

Rich for mayor! She has not

believe Mrs. Rich would do a

Trellis Jones

1

Monday & Tuesday Evenings 6:30-9:30 p.m.
saturday 8:00-10:15 a.m.
satellite Putnam Hal), Florida at the Abilene Baptist Church
Thursday Evenings 7:00-9:00 p.m. & Saturday 5:00-8:00 p.m.
Offering Degrees in Theology & Religious Education
Masters Program
Located At:
1105 Northwest 4th Street, Ocala, Florida 34475

Main Campus in Monroe, Louisiana
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North Central Florida
Habitual Truant Florida

Statute 984.05 (29) States:

Ocala
NeWS •
by James Thorpe
J

HOWARD ACADEMY

SAFE HAVEN’S

A student who has 15

unexcused absences within 90
calendar days with or without
the justifiable consent of the

1966-67; he had lights placed

parent, is subject to compulso-

around N. H. Jones Elemen-

OcaIa Civic Theatre
Offers “Lion And
Mouse Stories”
Performance Class

iy school attendance, and is not

tary School in 1967; he was

exempt under ss,232.06 or

the first black to run for City

232.09, FS or other exemp

Council in Marion since 1889;

OCALA - Auditions for

is a delightful and imaginative

tions specified by the law.

he fought for and got a new

Ocala Civic Theatre’s “Lion

ensemble piece that will give

information,

fire station in west Ocala in

And Mouse Stories” perfor

each student the opportunity of

contact: Marion County Youth

1968; he succeeded in getting

mance class will be held on

creating multiple roles. They

provides enrichment and fun,
not babysitting.

Recognizing A Great Champion
Of The Black Community

For

more

PROGRAM OFFERS

For further information or

& Family Services, (352) 622-

a city charter in 1970; he estab-

Saturday, September 22, from

will also be challenged physi

FREE! FREE! FREE!

if you would like to visit our

4432, Fax - (352) 622-2830,

lished sub-stations for paying

1 to 4pm at the Theatre which

cally and vocally by portraying

Make steps that count.

school, please call Gina Evers

2310 NE 24th Street, Ocala,

utilities in 1971; he had the city

is located at 4337 East Silver

such varied characters as a

at 369-3964.

FL 34470.

to pass an ordinance for repair

Springs Boulevard in the

mousetrap, a clock, a river, a

jobs in 1964; he had city coun-

Appleton Cultural Complex.

comer... plus myriad animals

Take advantage of our free

programs. All you need to do is
register.

Please visit us at our webmarioncharter/mcs.

ing - K-5th grades. Snacks,
recreation, and games (daily).

cil to fence in a dangerous mud

“Lion And Mouse Stories”

hole on N.W. Madison Street,

is.a non-musical class which
requires students to audition in

is limited to 26.

In 1970 Woodbury had

order to be registered and wiIl

Mondays through Thursdays,

Readiness Program

City Council to go on record as

include six public perfor-

October 8 through November

Center Based

being in favor of building a

mances. There is a tuition fee.

8, from 4 to 6pm, with a Final

Marion Charter School is

an equal opportunity school.

now N.W. 4th Street.

COALITION
Four-Year-Old School

K-5th grades - Monday -

ARNETTE HOUSE

Friday, 3:30 - 4pm.

and human beings. Class size

MARION COUNTY

SCHOOL READINESS

site:www.members.aol.com/

After School Home Tutor-

Class Dates and Times:

After School Homework

Truancy Intervention

• This is a program for chil.

new hospital; in 1964 he had

Full or partial scholarships

Dress Rehearsal on Friday,

Tutoring- K, lst, & 2nd - Tues

Partnership Program

dren from low income families

City Council to present certifi-

are available to students who

November 9 from.4 to 6pm.

& Wednesday, 4-5pm.

Brief Overview: The Tru-

• There will be a fee

cates to 75 senior citizens over

demonstrate financial need.

Performances are scheduled

After School Homework

ancy Intervention Partnership

char£ed based on household

75; he was the driving force

for Saturdays, November 10

Tutoring-3rd, 4th, & 5th -

Program is a cooperative effort

income and' the number of

behind "Struggle For Sur-

Deep in the jungle, a Lion
is about to make a meal bf a

Monday - Thursday, 4-5pm.

between Amette House Youth

people in the household.

pave Old Hodge Street, now

vival” a partial history of the

tiny, but, as wesoon find out,

and Sundays, November Tl

veiy clever mouse. The mouse

and 18, at 2:15pm.

Reading Program: K-5th

and Family Services, Marion

grades - Grades K-2, Monday

and Lake County

& Thursday, 4-6pm. Grades 3-

School Board, State Attorney’s

5,TUesday & Wednesday, 4-

Office, Fifth Judicial Circuit

6pm.

Public

By Florence WilIiams Ray

• Child must be 4 years old
before September 1,2001

• Transportation is available to and from some sites

Court, and Law Enforcement.

or for information about the

Hodge Street was paved in

series of stories which feature

schoIarship

Ocala Civic Theatre’s Director
of Education, Moira Man-

giameli, at (352) 236-2274.

and alter school care) available

improve the black community

Street; he helped to organize

Woodbury is a doer who has

• Hearing, vision and

than anyone I know. On May

the Black Gray Ladies at

spent his whole life involved in

17,2001, in recognition of his

Munroe Hospital in 1963; he

upgrading the community and

commitment, the city named

was instrumental in getting

preserving our heritage. When

the baseball field at Martin

traffic lights at old Broadway

he chose to be an advocate for

TRUTH & UNCONDITIONAL LOVE
WILL HAVE THE FINAL WORD

speech screenings
. •

Parent

involvement

required

must

Luther King, Jr., Complex

and N..W. Martin Luther King,

the black community, he chose

bring the following items tp

after him during a dedication

Jr. Avenue and lOth Street and

well and we are. enjoying

the approved child care center

ceremony.

Parent/Guardian

dance: Florida Statute 232.01

of choice (see list-below) or to

Woodbury has been an

States - All children through 15

Childhood Development Ser-

MISSIONARY BAPTIST
CHURCH

years of age are subject to
compulsory

atten

vices, Inc.. (629-0055) which
is located at 1601 • N.E. 25th

advocate for West Ocala for as
long as I can remember. His

Deacons and Deaconnesses'

dance. Children who have

Avenue, Suite 900, Ocala, FL.

mental in getting many recre

Program

attained the age of 16 are not

1. Child’s certified birth

ational facilities and community improvements done. Wood-

The Deacons and Dea

subject to compulsory school
attendance only if the child

on Sept. 16, 2001 at 3:30pm.

AND parent sign a formal dec-

Rev. Winston Smith wiIl be

laration of intent to terminate

our Messenger.

school enrollment.

certificate.
2. Child’s social security
card.

Procedures:* Marion and

tor, located at 515 N.W. 5th

Lake County Public School

Ter., Ocala, FL, Rev. Richard

System will provide referrals

Howard, Assistant to Pastor..

of elementary, middle, and

steadfastness hasbeen instru-

4. Child’s complete physi-

cal.
5. Custody documents (if

bom in Ocala, FL in 1912,

Iy truant

most recent paycheck stubs,

£tew up and attended Howard

Are you looking for an

• State Attorney will write

letter of employer, parent stu-

Academy. He manied the late

educational setting for your

a letter to the referred children

dent status, letter from TANF

Daisy tyideman who was a

child that respects and nurtures

or WAGES document..

their individuality while pro-

and their parents requesting
their appearance before the

7. Proof of residency in

teacher for many years. He has
one adopted daughter and one

viding appropriate academic

Circuit Judge at the court-

Marion County (light bill,

grandson. Woodbury has been

challenges? Have you felt that

house.

phone bilI, cable bill, etc.).

honored by mayors, civic

Registration

Does Not

your child has £otten “lost in

• This letter will be deliv-

the system”? Would you like

ered to the students’ home by

your child to be part of a small

law enforcement, a school

Approved Center Sites:

schooI (maximum enrollment

social worker, or by certified

• A Child’s Haven, East at

190 students) with caring and

mail.

Guarantee Placement.

3731 N.E. 7th St..Gcala..
Failure to

• A Country Day Care at

comply with this program may

1136 Robinson Lane, Dunnel-

result in criminal prosecution

lon.

Marion Chatter School is open

of the parents as well as Child

to any child in Marion County

in Need of Services filed by

•Belleview Playland at
7300 S.E. C-25, Belleview.

with no tuition (we are a Pub

the Department of Juvenile

• Central Florida Child

lic school), and offers:

Justice against the student and

Care Center at 426 S.W. l5th

family.

St., Ocala.

Judicial Center - Courtroom

1305 N.E. lst St., Ocala.

Jack

• Oakcrest Early Education

• brand new school facility

Singbush).
Lake County Judicial Cen-

Center at 1606 N.E. 22nd Ave.,

ter - Courtroom 5, Tavares

Registration Placement is

in December of 2001
• PE, music and guidance

instruction

• individualized instruction
plans

• hands on integrated learn
ing activities

• positive, nurturing atmosphere
• curriculum ali£ned with
the Sunshine State Standards

• active parent support and
an open door policy

• no tuition - we are a pub
lic school
•• free/reduced breakfast

and lunch for children who

qualify
• aftercare program that

(Judge William T. Law)
When? Marion County Fourth

Thursday,

Lake

County

- Third

Thursday, durin£ school year,

6:30-7:30pm.

Procedures:
• Marion and Lake County

Public School System will
provide referrals of elementary, middle, and high school

students who are on the verge
of bein£ habitually truant.

• State Attorney will write
a letter to the referred children
and their parents.

Ocala.

In 1960 woodbury peti-

tioned Ocala City Council to

Mt.
Olive
Baptist
church
tist Church in Summerfield
lation of their new Pastor, Rev.

willie Long. Rev. Long and
his family is a great new addi-

Dependent Upon State Fund-

ing.

tion to the Mt. Olive Church
family.

He brings the word of God

during

school year, 6:30-7:30pm.

standing citizenship.

proudly announces the Instal

2A,

(Judge

organizations and the people

OCALA - Mt. Olive Bap-

• Just For Kids Academy at

• state certified teachers

Ocala

-MATIN LUTHER KING, JR.

of Marion County for out-

appreciate your child and his
or her unique learning style?

grade)

THAT WE SHALL OVERCOME. ’’

and acted on his beliefs at a
time when it.was not fashionable to do so.
__ ...

woodbury is the oldest of
and Marie Woodbury. He was

Marion County

tai in Harvey Fellowship
Home becoming a reality in

because he dared to believe

seven children bom to Henry

applicable)

6. Proof of family income

Where?

inctriimp.n-

managed to do many worth-

such as Tax return, copy of 3

• small class size (15 in K

JU,»«»,«•

IN REALITY. I STILL BELIEVE

while things.

on the verge of being habitual-

and no more than 20 in lst-4th

Avenue in 1967.

many of the benefits' today

each day. Along the way he

high school students who are

Why Attend?

Jr.,

time he walked 5-10 miles

MARION CHARTER

dedicated staff members who

Luther King,

bury worked on the same job

afsafeslcd6

SCHOOL

Martin

" I BELIEVE THAT THE UNARMED

for 66 years and during that

3. Child’s current immu-

nization record on blue card.

Rev. Geoige W. Lee, Pas-

call

ly human characteristics. This

vided

GREATER HOPEWELL

conesses Program will be held

program,

£le, all of whom have distinct

their families in Marion and

school

his

befitting , a good Christian,

20 students will be accepted.

Compulsory School Atten-

demise by telling his captor a

business is fighting to improve

This untiring community
worker is a life-long member

cemetery on old West Taylor

middle school students, and

5th grades: lOam - 3pm.

To sign up for the audition

the old Chestnut Cemetery.

advantages, has done more to

tion services to elementary and

by Horida Statue 232.

impending

about his business. And that

dozens of animals in the jun-

Enrollment is limited. The first

school attendance as required

forestalls

has exemplified such traits

6,2001. Saturday, 9am - 2pm.

Saturday Recreation - K-

from 1865 to 1976.

of St. Paul AME Church and

• Extended Day (before

Saturday, 12 noon - 4pm.

was the leader in cleaning up

1971. In 1965 he had the city

prevention and early interven-

encing difficulties with regular

7th Street. That same year he

bury has always been a man

to clean up the black historical

12th grades: Starting October

Monday - Thursday 2-5pm.

OCALA-Pinkney Wood

negroes of Marion County

courageous man, with limited

The goal of TIPP is to provide

Lake County who are experi-

and 17, at llam and 2:15pm

the black community. This

• Breakfast and lunch pro

SAT Prep Program - 6th-

PSIMAS 6th-12th grades:

Pinkney woodbury

THERE IS
ONLY ONE
RACE IN
THIS
WORLD A
THE
HUMAN I

race?

-1

with zest and spirit that fills the

souI. If you wouId Iike to worship with Rev. Willie Long and
the Mt. OIive Baptist Church

congregation please feel welcome. Services are held each
Sunday morning. ‘

The Church is located on
Sunset Harbor Road. approxi

mateIy 1 miIe east of the Post
Office in Summerfield.
READ A
NEWSPAPER
EVERY DAY

>
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African Art Gallery And Museum
TAMPA - The African Art
GaIlery & Museum (AABM)

held a meeting of the Tampa
Bay Area Black Communicators Association. This meetin£
was held on August 17, 2001
at 7pm.

The AABM hosted their
locaI chapter meeting and

reception for over 50 local
members.
Take a trip to the Past..
and enlighten your future”.

The African Art Gallery and
Museum is one of Tampa’s

culture. Myths of the past will

treasures and must-see destina-

be clarified and true history

tion. It’s 4,400 square feet

revealed.

houses an extensive collection

Private or group tours may

of authentic African art, both

be arranged by appointment.

modem and ancient. Guests

There is no admission to visit

have expressed a sense of

the gallery, however, there is a

enlightenment and awe with

small

the beauty and exquisite crafts-

Tampa Bay Area Black

manship of many of the pieces..

Communicators Association

Get a preview of some of
our collections at our websites

and bring your family, friends
and guests in for a tour. Expe-

rience learning facts about
African and African-American

officers are:
• Susan Casper, President
• Secily Wilson, Vice Pres-

ident/Broadcasting
' Ken Knight, Treasurer

• Eric Deg£ans, Vice Pres-

1 Valerie Ingraham, Parlia-

ident/Print

Development
Train ing----------- —

Fall Fun Ride Kicks Off
Commuter Choices Week 2001

U.S.A. Additionally, an infor

PETERSBURG -

St. Petersburg. The event will

Choices Week (CCW) activi-

borough Counties to educate

PETERSBURG -

through Friday, Sept. l4th,

sions: Tuesday, Sept, llth,

Come and explore Downtown

encompass several routes for

ties. CCW, formerly known as

the public about the merits of

Schedule of business train-

9am to 5pm. The BIG is. open

Thursday, Sept. l3th, and Fri-

mation session will be con-

these options.

ing/counseling offered for the

every Tuesday nights until

day, Sept. 14th, lOam to 3pm,

ducted on Saturday, Sept. !5th

ST.

ST.

and the neighborhoods of Old

cyclists of all levels including a

Alternative

Northeast St. Petersbuig.

3, 6, or 15-mile ride, each

Week, is an annual event

Evety year a multitude of

week of September 10 - Sep-

8pm. The BIC provides tech-

provided by the Service Corps

from 9am until 12noon. To

under the supervision of the St.

designed to encourage individ-

individual cyclists, and fami-

tember 15.2001. Unless other-

nical assistance that combines

of

Executives

schedule an appointment or

wise noted, a training and

state-of-the-art personal com-

(SCORE). Appointments or

for more information call
(727) 897-9324. Cost: Free.

On September 8,2001 the

Transportation

Retired

annuaI Pinellas Fall Fun Ride,

Pete Bike Club. Registration

uals to explore various options

lies, come out to enjoy the

sponsored by The SL Peters-

for the event begins at 8am,

for commuting to work other

scenic areas around Down-

counseling offered will be pro-

puters, graphic work stations,

walk-ins welcome. To sched-

vided at the St. Petersbuig

CD-ROM technology, interac-

ule an appointment or for more

“Marketing to Achieve

burg Bike Club, Bay Area

with the first participants leav-.

than driving alone - such as

town St. Petersbuig from their

Commuter Services (BACS),

ing the park for group rides at

carpooling, van pooling pub-

bikes. To learn more about the

Business Development Cen

tive videos, on-site counseling,

information call (727) 893-

Profitable Sales” workshop,

Pinellas

8:30. Al riders must wear hel-

lic transportation, bicycling,

Pinellas Fall Fun Ride, or any

ter, located at 1045 16th Street

training, and an extensivebusi-

Authority PSTA), and the St.

mets, and, there is no cost to

of the other Commuter Choic-

South. St. Petersburg. For far

ness reference library. The BIC

9686. Cost: Free.
“Micro-Business U.S.A.”

begins Tuesday, Sept, llth, 5-

walking, telecommuting, and

Petersbuig Police Department,

participate.

alternative work hour pro-

es Week events, please call 1-

ther information call (727)

is sponsored by the U.S. Small

(formerly “Working Capital

893-7146. All seivices are free

Business Administration. For

Florida”) information sessions,

Corps of Retired Executives
(SCORE). To register or for

of cost

further information caIl (727)

Monday through Thursday,

893-9686. Cost: Free.

Sept. lOth - Sept. 13th, 6-9pm,

Suncoast

Transit

will originate from Straub Park

The Pinellas Fall Fun Ride

grams. Community events are

800-998-RIDE or visit www-

at 901 North Shore Drive NE,

is part of this year’s Commuter

heId around Pinellas and Hills-

TampaBayRideshaie.org.

Business Information Cen-

Volunteer Tutor Training
ST.

PETERSBURG -

Pinellas County Rolling Read-

are Bay Point, Lakewood.
Campbell Park,' Perkins,

Main Libraiy on 37th St. No.
and 9th Ave. No. in room B

ers is looking for volunteers

Hamilton Disston, Bear Creek,

and Saturday, Sept. 22 fiom 1-

from high school age to retire-

Azalea, Clearview, Sexton,

3pm at the North Branch

ment age to give an hour a

and 74th Street. Rolling Read

Library on 8th St. No. and 70th

week to help children learn to

ers provides training and other

Ave. No.

love reading. Some volunteers

assistance.

read to small groups of chil-

Although the commitment

Preserving
FamiIy
History —

ter

TAMPA-Are you looking

for teens and adults at the Ybor

ships, how they are awarded

Registration is required.

for college funds? Pick up tips

Branch Library, 1505 Nebras-

and how to prepare for schol-

For more information on this

. for acquiring scholarships dur-

ka Avenue.

arship competitions. Learn

free program call 272-5747.

archiving family history and

Scholarships,” Saturday, Sep-

help you gain a basic under-

If interested or to confirm

memorabilia at “How to Pie-

tember 15 from 10 to 11:30am

standing of college scholar-

an attendance, call Tyeisha at

lege scholarships.

serve Your Family History,”

9727) 402 READ (Voice

Thursday, September 13 from

Mail).

locations are flexible. Some of

7 to 8:45pm for teens and

training dates are Monday,

our Pinellas County schools

Sept. 10 from 2-4pm at the

adults at the Jimmie B. Keel

Regional Library,

2902 W.

Sunshine Temple #168 Hosts
AnnuaI Anniversary Banquet

Bearss Ave.

Coming Together For

ST. PETERSBURG -The

Annual Anniversary Banquet,

This event will be held at

This power point presenta-

Sunshine Temple #168 cor-

to be held Sep,. 15, 2001.

the Elks tzxlge, 1331 - Igto

tion will offer tips on preserv-

dially invites you to their

oJOpm until.

Avenue South, St. Petersbuig,

ing your family history with
pictures and stories.

Color Me Human Tampa Bay

provided by Micro-Business

winning tips for searching,
applying for and iandin£ col-

is small, the impact on a child

Color

Me

more information call (727)
893-9686. Cost: Free.

Understanding college Scholarships
Presenter Came Hurst will

can be huge. Orientation and

person of every origin has

Business Counseling Ses-

10th

ing “Understanding College

dren one-on-one. Hours and

PETERSBURG -

Monday, Sept.

TAMPA - Pick up tips on

dren whiIe others tutor chiI-

ST.

(BIC):

7pm, provided by the Service

33706

Basic Budgeting

Human®

Funded by a grant from the

inherent worth and value, and

Tampa Bay is pIeased to

FIorida Department of State,

TAMPA - Learn practical

your values and goals of

worksheet to help you get

For more infonnation on this

invites you to ‘Coming To-

we are all part of.the same

announce that this is a co-

Division of Library and Infor-

financial skills during “Finan

started.

free program call 272-5747.

gether for Peace”, a series of

human family.

money management. Learn
practical skills today. Receive a

sponsored event brought to

mation Science to the HilIsbor-

cial Management: Basic Bud-

monthly programs brought to

Please join us on Wednes-

you in colIaboration with the

ough County Public Library

getin£”, Thursday, September

you by Color Me Hunjan

day, September l9th at 6pm at

National Conference for Com

Cooperative.

Tampa Bay.

the Holocaust Museum, 55

munity and Justice (NCCJ)

Our first meeting will be
held on Race Unity Day,

Fifth St. S., St. Petersburg.

Please RSVP to (727) 328-

13, from 4 to 5pm for teens

For more information on

and The St. Peteisburg Branch

this free

of the N.A.A.C.P.

3831.

program call

264-

and adults at the Ybor Branch
Libraty,
1505
Nebraska
Avenue.

which is part of International

1769

Peace Week. Unity has been

.@aol.com by Friday, Septem-

will help you gain economic

described as the oneness of

ber !4th.

empowerment by examining

or

Presenter Cheryl FrankIin

colormehumantb

mind. We celebrate Race
Unity Day reco£nizing every

AFRICAN AMERICAN ADVENTURES, INC.
SPECIALIZING IN
GROUP TRAVEL/TOURS AND
, FAMILY-CLASS REUNIONS

HIRES
When motivation is low,
we are easily discouraged and

waste a lot of time watching
television. When motivation is

The following cruises/tours are just a few

high, we become disciplined to

learn skills that society respects

Gwen Washington, Owner

manners of life.

Discipline

symbolizes

strength, and strength symboI-

izes 'integrity- With integrity
our life will no longer be like

withered leaves but much Iike
vibrant trees.
If an individual is on the
bottom and feeling powerless,

brain

simpIy

undergo

change.

If we reshape our

a

• Enjoy the luxury of a villa for the FAMU/BCC Game, Orlando, Nov.
16-17,2001
2Br-$95 3Br-$W5
• 3-Day Bahamas Cruise aboard Carnival's "Fascination" From Miami,
Jan. 18-21, 2002 (MLK Holiday) lnside-$329 pp Outside-$369 pp
• 8-11 day "Motherland" Tour of Ghana, West Africa May 3, 2002
• 7-Day Alaskan Cruise aboard the beautiful "Legend of the Seas",
June 14, 2002
• 5-Day/4Night Trip to Las Vegas (The Aladdin Hotel), June 26-30,2002
• 4-Night Cruise to Key West & Cozumel, Mexico aboard the Jubilee
from Tampa July 18, 2002 lnside-$555 pp Outside-$599 pp

thinking we will not only/
change our whole pattern of
life but will rise to the top in the

. Let us plan your next Honeymoon/Anniversary Trip to London/Paris/Rome or Amsterdam
Call Today: 727-388-3801 or toli free 877-388-3801

process.

i

DIPPER

HL
Intervention

1
I

Prevention

r

♦

P/,r/*b
Porch

A
St.

Petersburg Front Porch community

Empowerment

presents a

Resources

I

fc A

JfaZgi

Fun For All Ages!

I

of the exciting trips we have pianned:

and become productive in alt

Registration is required.

ACTIVITIES

fRee

Diabetes Education Sessions
Health screenings & Education: Cholesterol • Blood Glucose
Blood Pressure • HIV • sickle Cell • Height & Weight • Pregnancy

I
I

EXERCISES

I

♦

SOUL FOOD SAMPLES
ColIard Greens • Chicken • Vegetables

Door
prizes

Saiads and More...
Nutritious snacks throughout the event'!

es

MUSIC
FREE GIFT BAGS FOR ALL ATTENDING!!!

I SATURDAY • SEPTEMBER 8 • 9 a.m.-2 p.m I
St. Petersburg Pregnancy Center

I

1210 22nd Street South • St. Petersburg, FL • (727) 896-9116
■events: Community Health Centers. Family Ser,

:ieiyiiL’oihe<

-ioce »l. Pinellas County Health Department

'as Cour.ty Uioan t

- Sickle Cet-Disease.Association;
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Teach An
A Word From Your U.S. Postmaster
Adult To Read
• Little Pelican,

ST. PETERSBURG-My

priorities for the St. Petersburg

TAMPA - The Hillsborough Literacy Council is seek-

This program is a joint

improve services to you, our'

ing volunteer literacy tutors to

effort of the Hillsborough Lit

customer. We have assisted in

eracy Council, a nonprofit

opening up two Contract

organization, and the Tampa-

Postal Units at Eddies Auto

assist in teaching adults to
read. A training class for tutors

will be offered on Saturday,

Hillsborough County Public

motive located at 4001 6th

September 22, from 9:15 am

Library System. The program

Street South and Mail Box

to 5pm at the John E Germany

currently serves approximately

Express ‘3993 Tyrone Blvd.

Public Library, 900 N. Ashley

one hundred students and has a

#608. We plan to continue to

Drive, downtown Tampa.

waiting list of unassi£ned stu-

contact local businesses so

7o qualify for this pro

dents.

more new Contract Postal

The primary goal of the
Hillsborough Literacy Council

Units can be opened to better

Units offer increased customer

complete a one-day training

is to locate and teach functionally and marginally illiterate

course and to devote several

persons oyer the age of eigh-

products and services such as

hours a week to tutoring.

teen to read and write.

stamps, certified mail, insur

gram, volunteers do not need

to have prior teaching experi
ence.

South Florida Job
Corps Center HoIds
First Graduation
Ceremony ----------—
HOMESTEAD ’ - The

Warren,

Homestead

Councilwomen Eliza Perry

held its fust graduation cere-

and Cheryl Arroyave-Sween-

mony June 23, advancing 183

ey, and Cynthia Stafford, con-

students to the workforce and

gressional aide to Rep. Came

• Golfmark Travel/Travel

Agents International, 5901
Sun Blvd., Tierra Verde

• Books and Bagels on the
Beach, 119 lO8th Ave,, Trea-

sure Island
• Mail Boxes Etc.,' 204
37th Ave. N., St. Petersbuig

• Mail Boxes Etc., 200
Second Ave. S., St. Petersburg
• Mail Boxes Etc., 6860

For more information or to
register, call 273-3650 before

Express Mail. They, in es-

Hill, Seminole Heights, Town

September 15.

sence, offer you the same

Priority

ance,

Mail

Gulf Blvd. S., Gulfport
Did you know thatthe U.S.
Postal Service offers a web-

and

site? Please check us out at
www.usps.com. Some of the

many features that are offered

products and services as the

are the ability to ‘look up’ zip

Thomas W. Pawlowski

Post Office.

codes, change your address

There are 13 U.S. Postal
Contract Units located at:
• Eddie’s Auto Repair,

• Mail Box Express, 3993

• Fourth Street Shipping,

Tyrone Blvd., #608, St. Peters-

2808 Fourth St. N., St. Peters-

burg

burg

4001 Sixth St. S., St. Petersburg

• Gift Shelf, 2850 34th St.

and

calculate

ten accolades to the graduates:

the four Florida Job Corps cen-

“I applaud the hard work,

ters, opened a year ago as a

commitment and dedication of

state-of-the-art facility equip-

each graduate who, today, has

ped to train and educate eco

truly enhanced their family,

disadvantaged

their school and our communi-

youth from throughout Florida

ty by their relentless quest for

and the Southeast for careers

genuine success.

ranging from health occupa-

tions to carpentry.

In

World

Beach Blvd., Gulfport

Wide

Web,

WE WELCOME YOUR LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

WOODIES
READ A NEWSPAPER-EVERYDAY | HAT BOX

655 Central Ave.
Phone 823-0823

PHONES BY

“I congratulate you for

dents, To be successful in life,
you must begin to build a

choose wisely, to overcome

wardrobe of the things you

challen£es, and to succeed,”

will need to succeed in life.

Homestead Center Director

You must beIieve in yourself

Roy Larsen told the graduates.
“I thank you for being. the»

trorr and

symbol of this center’s suc-

nish your clothing with knowl-

cess. You helped us become

edge, an open mind and com

what we are today, and you are
the pioneers who have set the

mon sense. Finally, slip on the

directions for our paths into the

journey, not a destination.”

ftiture.”

and outfit yourself with ambi-determination. Gar-

get up to 3400 minutes

shoes of character. Success is a

Sign tip now for the AT&T Digital Advantage
$39.99 monthly plan and get:

Job Corps is the nation’s

Valedictorian Rosa Nunez,
17, of Homestead, was thank-

oldest and largest job training

400 Anytime Minutes

program. Job Corps offers

fiil for the opportunity.
, “I’m just happy that I

education and training to eco-

2000 Night and Weekend Minutes

disadvantaged

nomically

. ' .

decided to come to Job

youth ages 16 through 24, pro-

plus choose one of these:

Corps,” Nunez said. “Mr.

viding room, board and an

1000 Mobile-to-Mobile Minutes

Larsen and the staff kept

allowance

telling us to reach for the stars,

learn.

and now I have the tooIs I need

to do anything.”

while

students

Nationwide Long Distance included

The Homestead Job Corps

Sign up for 1000 Mobile-to-Mobile Minutes or Nationwide Long Distance and we'll

Center is operated for the U.S.

Nunez is now attending

NOKIA
Co«ecrecftoHR ■

talk
all day

his -commencement

waive the monthly fee for one year Mobile-tO-Mobile Minutes apply to-calls placed to

Department of Labor by the

and from other AT&T Wireless subscribers while you are in’the Mobile-to-Mobile

the National School of Tech-

Vinnell Corporation, a TRW

Calling Area and on the AT&T Wireless network. Night and Weekend Minutes, Anytime

nology for advanced training

company, of Fairfax, VA. Vin-

in health-related occupations,

nell operates nine Job Corps

Several local dignitaries

Minutes and Nationwide Long Distance available on .calls placed from, your Home
Calling Area. 2000 Night and Weekend Minutes are available at no additional monthly

charge for one year

,

'

■

center across the country.

were on hand for the ceremony, including keynote speaker

For more information, visit
www.jobcorpsregion3.com or

Homestead Mayor Roscoe

call (800) 733-JORS.

And get up to $80 cash back
It’s like getting a FREE phone
Nokia 5165 purchase price

Nexus — Paul Mitchell
Design Essentials — Menders

$79.99

mail-in phone rebate

-$40.00

mail-in service rebate

-$40.00

final cost

$ 0.00

Sales tax applies to original purchase price.

Revlon — T.CfB. — Bantu

HIRES HAIRSTYLING

YOUR WORLD. CLOSE AT HAND.

AT&T Wireless

1800-1MAG INE®

attwireless.com

342? - lltk Avenue North

St. Petersburg, FL, 33713
Telephone: 323-8649
AT&T Wireless Stores

SAM'S BEAUTY SALON

(Pinebrook Commons Plaza)

941-795-7607

(727) 322-0024 • Cell (727) 542-2189

Pretty Feet by T©1K!Y

"$L0Q OFF"
pedicure
MOnday - Wednesday
I

BRADENTON
4708 Cortez Rd.

3600 - 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL

"II
III
JI

w/coupon • Appointment Necessary

A
E9
V

CITRUS PARK

LAKELAND

NORTH TAMPA

SOUTH TAMPA

ST. PETERSBURG

7869 Gunn Hwy

4310 U.S. Hwy- 98 N.

11129 N. Dale Mabry Hwy.

138 S. Dale Mabry HWy.

1705 34th St. N.

(Publix Shopping Center)
813-792-7441

863-853-2050

(next to Lenny and Vinny's).

813-879-0163

CLEARWATER

7250 Ulmerton Rd.

2020 W. Brandon Blvd.

29245 U.S. Highway 19 N.,

727-539-0922

(Outback Shopping Center)

727-787-1170

SAMS BEAUTY SALON

A
Fa
V

4375 Commercial Way

PEBBLE CREEK
19402 Bruce B Downs

(Between Target & Publix)

813-994-5501

352-592-0510

813-684-3000

AT&T wireless ^Authorized Dealers
BRAND0N/VALRIC0

CARROLLWOOD

CITRUS PARK

NORTH TAMPA

Touchdown Wireless

Celltsll

Beepers ’N Phones

Beepers ’N Phones

Beepers ’N Phones

813-983-0770

Cellular Mobile Office

813-684-1.440
813-643-7100

813-269-1500

813-926-7777

813-889-4949

Wireless Retail

813-775-3551

813-902-8822

Cell-Tech Services

Cell Station

Cellular Unlimited

813-287-8400

Wireless Retail

813-960-3688

813-243-0220

813-754-1550

Wireless Retail
813-831-408S

813-657-8328

(fodfzeC-Oriented *7-S6tote On Safe

727-328-5800

SPRING HILL

BRANDON

SOUTH TAMPA

PLANT CITY

813-961-8537'

Beepers’N Phones

813-269-1500

Ask for Tony

20 years experience in Hair Care
as Barber and Beautician

(near Office Depot)

813-264-2644

LARGO

813-978-1800.

1800moblles.com
important information

4hourwireless.com

Subject to General Terms and Condition
9/15/01. $40 Mail-in Service Rebate: One rebate per activation on a q
Expires 9/15/01. Night and Weekend Minutes Promotion: Available c
Long Distance: When you sign up for our Nationwide Long Distance of
Standard airtime charges apply. Limited-time offer. Mobile-to-Mobile Mil
I) placed to or received from another AT&T Wireless subscriber’s wireless
coyerage and other details.

h

Best Buy

Buy.com

Circuit City

Comp USA

directaffers.com

wedelivercellular.com

Staples

©2001 AT&T Wireless. Requi
apply ti
srd calls.

it approval, a
illation fee and a Digital multinetwork phone. May not be availa
»ch call is rounded up to the next full minute. Monthly included and promotional minutes cannot be ried over to any other
be available with other offers. Nokia $40 Mail-in Rebate: One rebate per new Nokia 5165 phone purchase. Mus e on AT&T Wireless s«
ilifying AT&T Wireless calling plan $29.99 monthly or above. Must be on AT&T Wireless service for at least 30 days and when re
calls placed from the Home Cailing Area. Applicable long distance charges additional. Night and weekend airtime is from 8:00 p.
■ (available on AT&T Digital Advantage $39.99 monthly and above) we will waive the monthly fee of $4.99 for the first 12 months
—;n you sign up for 1000 AT&T Wireless Mobile-to-Mobile Minutes (available on AT&T Digital Advantage $39.99 monthly an
phone; 2) pi;
reived from y r Mol
□-Mobile Call
J3)c
eAT&TV
rID is

londay-Friday: and Fri.
5 charges apply to
monthly fee of $9.‘
;es may apply,. Pie:

$

and

usps.com is on the top 100 list.

Shaw

address, Warren told the stu-

using the power within you to

your

a guide to the best sites on the

• Beach Bazaar, 3115

N., St. Peteisburg

even

postage. In fact, the Web 100 is

Meek, D-Fla. Meek sent writ-

Homestead, the newest of

nomically

• All-Star Management,

5480 58th St. N., Kenneth City

access to a variety of postal

for students waiting in College
‘N Country and Ybor City

St. S., St. Petersbuig

serve you. Contract Postal

Tutors are especially n<?eded

City

Homestead Job Corps Center

higher education.

Tutors are required io

• Carde Shoppe, 5045 34th

community are to expand and

areas of Tampa.

10719

Gulf Blvd., Redington Beach

T
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Riders Back-To-school Picnic spurs Parent Involvement
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I really needed this vacation
Loans For Whatever

SrwY

111!
run™

Home Equity Lines

ST. PETERSBURG -

activities with their chil-

This weekend proved it -

dren and have fun while

Rates as low as PRIME
for the life of the line.

everyone loves the Nite

doin£ things together. All

UUKKtNiLY
CURRENTLY

Riders and especially when

of these parents were very

they’re having a communi-

young at heart and had just

ty-wide, fun-filled activity

as much fun as their kids.

where the entire family is

Another

7.00
_

%

_'APR*

successful

Answer in 30 minutes or less.

invited to come out to have

event sponsored by the

fun. On Sunday, Septem-

Nite Riders Van Club, a

ber 2, 2001 theNite Riders

community partner who

held their Back-To-School

continuously provides ac-

neighborin£

tivities to encourage and

Get a free Distinction8 Checking Account

Moms,

empower parents to remain

if you open a Home Equity Line and maintain

dads, foster parents, grand-

actively engaged in the

parents,

educational

picnic

for

school children.

neighbors

and

process

friends were on the scene

their children as well as in-

creasing their community

what the van club had in

involvement.

came out to be a part of the

PC

i»-i

The convenience of a PlatinumMasterCard*"

with access to your Home Equlty Line.

if!

the required minimum equity Ilne balance.**

of

with their children to enjoy

store for them - they all

Ask about our no closing costs and fees.

1-888-1 N - A-SN AP

Photos by Peace Pro-

ductions & Photography.

Labor Day celebration at

Lake Maggiore Park.
There was lots of food
and drinks, plenty of mu

KIDS ll\l SCHOOL?
PARENTS RULE!!!

sic, dancing, games, good

company and school supplies for all the children

an

who came out Entertainment was provided by
WRXB staff and ACT III,'

/who

really

rocked

the

house.

Events like this one,
coordinated with the entire
family in mind is a sure

indication that parents are
concerned with what their
children do, involved with

MID PENINIULA SEAFOOD Sneak in for lunch!

I-888-IN-A-SNAP

amsouth.com

or at any branch

MARKET & REtTAUttANT
400 - 49th St South
St, Petersburg, FL
327-S3O9
325-5309

/ Grouper Sandwich 4.99

/ Conch Fritters 6/2.99
/ lee Cold Corona's 2.50

Mon.-Sat. 11 AM to 9 PM
Sunday... Gone Fishin'

.WHERE THE LOCALS BUY

50 Tampa Bay area locations. Directions on amsouth.com.

©2001 AmSouth Bank. Member FDIC. *APR is currently as lOW as 7.00% (as of 5/16/01) and may vary. The APR is based on the Prime Rate plus a margin. The

Prime, Rate is merely.a reference rate. The APR for your line Will be based on several factors, including your credit history, and may be higher than the rate set
out above. The maximum APR is 18% in all markets except FL, Where it is -17%. AmSouth may pay your closing costs and fees. Closing costs are estimated to
range between $300 and $1,500, depending on the amount of your home equity line, and may be waived based on line amount and initial advance. If you-repay
more than 25% of the amount initially advanced on your home equity line within'90 days, the portion of your closing costs paid by AmSouth Will be
..
charged back to your home equity line. The annual fee of $50 is Waived as long as you make at least orie advance per year on your account. Offer and
rates are subject to change Without notice. Subject to credit approval. If applying by phone or-lnternet. 30-minute approval is Valid Monday through Friday,
8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Saturday, 8 a.m. to 1 p.m. Central Time. **Monthly fee for Distinction‘ Checking will be charged if equity balances fall below $7,500. LENDER

i

FOR OVER 21 YEARS

5S2SSSSSSSSSSSSS2SS
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ENTERTAINMENT
Sears Presents An Knee Slapping Time At “Voices Of
Evening With Brian The Mahaffey Theater Discovery” Program
McKnicaht-----------------ST.

PETERSBURG

and

comics share the same stage in

Comicview 1994-2001.

HOFFMAN ESTATES,

time” and ‘Back AtOne.”

promotion in 25 tour cities.

“Sears is giving me an

One lucky grand-prize winner

singer/songwriter Brian McK-

opportunity to get close to my

will get the chance to shop

night has been tapped to join

fans eariy on in a project and I

Sears one-on-one with MeK-

the Sears, Roebuck and Co.,

have never done that before,”

night and hang out with him

family for a nationwide tour

explains McKnight. “It is espe-

backstage at his concert in

that coincides with the release

cially exciting for me with

Hawaii.

EL

-

Multi

platinum

of McKnight’s latest Motown - ‘superhero’ because on this
project, “superhero,” streeting

Aug. 28. ’

The “Sears Presents An
Evening With Brian McK-

naturally ig’nant” and has joy-

in

the

ture at the Smithsonian Institu-

ously entertained audiences

Smithsonian Institution “Voic-

tion's NationaI Museum of

nationally and internationally.

es of Discovery” program, pre

collaboration

with

American History, will be the

troupe of the All-Star Comedy
Giants Tour 2001, presented

blend of comedy reveals the

glorious lifestyle available for

by JO 101.5, incIudes B, Cole,

the full-figured princess. She

at the Apollo, Comedy Cen-

CoCo, Diane Coder, Lavell

music mirrored the times.

has appeared on HBO’s Def

tral’s Comic Justice TV Show,

syndication from Public Radio

Crawford, Kenny Howell,

From Elvis to Bob Dylan,

Comedy Jam '95, the Best of

several HBO’s Def Comedy

from Henry Mancini to the

International. McGovern is

Tony Sculfield, and Damon

HBO’s Def Comedy Jam

Jams, and B.E.T.’s Comicview

Beatles, between the mid

also curator of Rock & Soul:

l950s and 1960s American

Social Crossroads, a Smith-

These comedians

video

tape,

and

Howell

B.E.T.’s

has

appeared

on

journey

presenter. He is the co-produc-

NBC’s Comedy Club, Apollo

through the mid l950s and 60s

er of “Memphis: Cradle of

Comedy Hours & Showtime

and a discussion on how the

Rock & Soul,” an award win

'98.

Howell

consistently

a

sents

musical

ning public radio series now in

will make you lau£h until your

Comicview 1995-2001. CoCo

knocks audiences out of the

music minored the political

sonian exhibition at the Rock

sides hurt at Bayfront Center’s

is Detroit’s WJLB FM 98

seats when sharing expert-;

and cultural upheaval going on

& Soul Museum in Memphis.

Mahaffey Theater for the Per-

radio’s top female comic per

ences learned on his journey

in the country. Music critic

The audience will be treat-

forming Arts Friday, Septem-

sonality.

through life.

Ralph Gleason, one of the

ed to a wide-ranging tour of

berl4at8pm. There will be

Diane Corder is respectful-

an upscale modeling show by

ly known as x ‘The Original

Cheryl’s

Funky Diva of Comedy” and

rising stars of comedy. Scul-

music was ‘the single most

in the country, McGovern will

hosted Chicago’s Comedy

field has appeared on Comedy

potent force for social change” ,

also highlight how the people

in the United States.

Intimate Apparel

Tony Sculfield, a.k.a. “Da

founders of Rolling Stone

how the music symbolized the

One Man Riot”, is one of the,

magazine, remarks that rock

tumultuous changes going on

'

B. Cole’s cool calm and

Clique for seven years. Corder

Central’s Comic Justice TV

collective style of comedy

has appeared on HBO’s Def

Show, HBO’s Def Comedy

. On Thursday, September

braced the music brought

exposes the humor within var-

Comedy Jam ‘95, B.E.T.’s

Jam, ‘95 and ‘96, B.E.T.’s

20th, from 6:30pm to 8:30pm,

questions of race, citizenship

ious subculture groups. Cole

Comicview 1995-2001, was a

Comicview 1994-2001, and is

the

International

and equality into American

has appeared on Central’s

finalist on Comicview ‘96,

the morning personality on

Museum takes you on a musi

popular music, even as these

Comic Justice TV Show,

booked and hosted Charlotte’s

Chicago’s WGC3 107.5 FM

cal journey through those

issues emerged as important

B.E.T.’s Comicview 1995-

Comedy on 36th Sheet Club,

radio show. Sculfield’s street-

questions in daily life,

2001, and produced his own

and is featured in February

smart style is off the cuff and

years when it hosts, “Only in
America: Popular Music and

movie I’m In Love Wit a

2001 issue of “Sister 2 Sister.”

American

Crackhead.

Corder creates laughter from

on the edge and will have you
doubling over with laughter.

Lavell Crawford has been

the ridiculous things queens

entertainin£ audiences with his

find themselves doing as a

dynamic and creative insights

result of blind love.

of life. Crawfordhas appeared

For more than a decade,

on Apollo Comedy Hours &

Kenny Howell has been undisputably
known
as

Showtime “at the Apollo,

READING IS
* VITAMINS
FOR THE
MIND

Florida

who created, sold and em

The museum will aIso

1956-

hold a special media confer

1964”. This presentation is free

ence with Charles McGovern

to the public, but advance

on wednesday, September

Culture

reservations are necessary as

19th at 3pm. Please RSVP

space is limited. Please-call

your interest to Clare Murray

(727) 822-3693, extension

at, (727) 822-3693, extension

#260, to reserve your seat by

#265.

September 14,2001,,

“Brian has always made it
very„clear that fans,are his No.

album I set out to give my fans

more of myself. And that is the

1 priority,” says John Lebbad,

same spirit I am putting behind

■Sears director of eveht market-

the tour.”

B.ET’s

and

CoCo’s dynamically rare

before intermission.

Brian McKnight

‘95,

Charles McGovern, cura-

tor of American Popular CuI-

one evening of hilarity. The

Williams.

1

HBO’s Def Comedy Jam ‘93

Seven of the most, outrageous

ST. PETERSBURG-The

Florida International Museum,

.

ing

and

sales

promotion.

night” tour kicks off in Detroit

Sears will support the

“Sears sponsorship will help

on Sept 21, with stops in 38

sponsorship with an integrated

Brian connect with as many of

cities, wrapping up in Hawaii

marketing

plan,

his fans as possible. Even those

in December. Together with

broadcast and print advertis-

who aren’t able to attend a

his audience in an intimate set-

ing, as well as a cause-related.

concert can catch the spirit of

ting, McKnight will perform

component.
Additionally,
Seais will bring McKnight to

the tour through Sears adver-

songs from “superhero” in
addition to some of his classics

fans through' a special sales

tions.”

including

tising and in-store promo-

such as “Crazy Love,” “Any-

” Our hope for creative liying^ffefrifi our ability to reestab
lish the moral ends of our lives mpersonal character and
social justice.'!
-Martin Luther King, Jr.

Get Your Tickets
Today!
Mahaffey Theater
at the
Bayfront Center

Friday

Star 16
FEATURING
DIANE HUGHES: 5am-10am Total Praise M-F. With the best in
inspirational music, news, weather and the Spoken Word.

BONESHAKER: 1Garn-2pm with your adult favorites and good

conversation.to guide you through your midday.

UNCLE DAVE MICHAELS: 2pm-6pm music to bring you home
from your work drive has adult music, traffic and interviews with
St. Pete leaders.

September 14th
8:00pm

$32.50 advance
$35.00 at the door

Bayfront Center

Box Office
(727) 892-5767

and
tichetrnaster

E-SMOOTH: 6pm-9pm the rookie is laid back with a positive
word for all. Sit back and enjoy the music as you wind down

from a long day.

La

■

(813) 287-8844

www.ticketmaster.com

TONY CHARLES: 9pm-2am take you back home with yo,ur current favorite blues and greatest olaies.

HI!

Office: 327-WRXB (9792)

|||f

I
■

MAHAFFEY THEATER

REQUEST LINE 864-1600

2060 - 1st Avenue North, St. Petersburg, FL 33713

ag.

Group Rates Available
www.stpete.org/mahaffey.htm

For ADVERTISING CALL
Donza Drummond, SaLes Manager
727-821-9947

Veil Crawford

y Sculfield

Co-Co

ATHLETICTZONE
FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS
AT THE BAYFRONT CENTER

Don’t Miss The After-Party
for a ‘Meet & Greet’
1907 E. Hillsborough Ave., Tampa

■
1

M18B»

Kenny Howell
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Emmanuel Pleasant Grove MBC
christian —

All Nations Church
Of God By Faith

Pastor Joseph Gordon and

the Pleasant Grove Church

Emmanuel, really do appreciate you, and we thank God for

family invite you to worship
with them on Sunday, Sept,

you. Since you know who you
at heart, for when the Youth ' are we will not call your name
Pastor Elder Lawrence Range, because we really wouldn’t
Sr., blows the trumpet, he want to miss anyone. Again
blows it vety loud and with thank you! Thank you! Thank

9th. Choir No. T\vo will ren-

Youth Sunday is always a
On Sept. 8th at 7:30pm,

groups will be present We

the Gospel Serenaders will
host an Evening of Musical

look forward to your presence.
A weekend of song and
praise starts Saturday, Sept.

6pm, another blessed event
will feature: The G. C. Singers,

15th at 7:30pm. Come out and

The Gospel Serenaders, The

here the Mighty Gospel Revelators of San Diego, CA The
Soul Serenaders, Sis. Ethel

Spiritual

Fellowship featuring, the
Gospel Serenaders, Sister E.
Small & The Deciples, at All

Nations Church of God by
Faith, 3000 4th Avenue South,

Elder J. Williams, host
On Sunday, Sept. 16th at

many,

and

Magnifirers
many

great leamin£ experience for
the youth as well as the young

local

more

power fiom above. You must
be there to partake of the Word
of God as it is preached.
The Youth Choir of

You!

Our prayers are with

Emmanuel will render songs

you.
Coming Activities:
Sept. 8th: Youth/Teen
Workshop; Grandparent Day.

of praises, for the morning
worship service. We invite all

Sept. 23rd: Usher Spon
sored Service.

of our friends to worship with
us as . well as the unchurched.
We thank God for each of you.

Oct. 8th-21st: Pastor
Anniversary (Revival) Cele
bration.

Mark your calendar for the
Annual All Choirs Anniver-

We would like to stop and
take time to thank all of our

We thank God for our

many friends who is helping in
any way at our new site, 3501

members and friends are invit
ed to be a part of this vety spe

sary, to be held on Sunday,
Sept. 23,2001 at 4pm; Choirs,
soloist, and praise dancers,
from the community have

the l0:45am worship service.
Song service will be rendered

cial bible study and worship

been invited to participate in

service.

this celebration.

by the . Gospel Chorus and

women’s Bible Study will ,
be held on Sept 8,2001 from

SL Petersbuig, FL Elder J. and
J. Williams, Pastors. The G. C.
Singers and other special

Small & The Deciples and

many other bay area groups.
Come and you will be blessed.

groups. We look forward to
seeing you - there. Mother
Maty Strong, host.

St. Mark MBC Church
The St. Mark M. B.
ChUrch family extends an invi

tation fo all to join us on Sunday, Sept 9, 2001 for praise
and worship. Sunday school
begins at 9:30am followed by

BTU begins at 5pm. Please
join us as we celebrate the
goodness ofGod.
The Baptist

Training

Union of St. Mark will observe
its Annual High Attendance
Day on Sunday, Sept. 16,2001
at 5 pm. All church family

37th Street South. We want

brother and friend Bro. Aaron,
from New York City who has

vacationed with us for a
month.

you to know that we at

PRAYER HELPS.'!'

ST MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

l2:30pm - 2pm. All women of
SL Mark and the community

Sunday, School................................ ...................,9:t30 a.m.
Morning Worship ....... . . . . ... ■ ■ ■ . . .11 a.m.

Night Worship... ............... ................................. ■ 7 p.m.
TUesday Bible Glass .................. 8 p;m;

by an adult. Bus will depart at
7am and return at 7pm. Auxil-

Anyone interested in pur

the 7am early momin£ wor
ship service. Sunday School
begins at 9:30am with Super-

iary and District's Day services
begins on Saturday, Sept.,
22nd with a musical program
at 6pm; all recognitions are to

chasing a leaf on the Historic
Memorial Tree, please see Sis-

be made at this time.
The main event will be
held on Sunday, Sept, 23rd at
3pm. Speaker will be

Melissa Collins for details.
Pleasant Grove cruises to

intendent Deacon Philip Carter

presiding
Mid-moming

worship

begins at 10:50am. Gioir No.
Two and the Angelic Choir

will render song service and
Usher Board No. Two will
serve, also at 6pm, Rev. Fred

Cooley and the Friendship
Baptist Church of Pinellas
Paik will worship with us.
Please come out and support
this fellowship service. -

announced in the next publica
tion. Colors for this occasion

will be red and silver (Men, red
and grey). Sister Barbara

Walker, chairperson.
The
3 lst
Annual
Tampa/St. Petersburg Male
Chorus Convention will be

ters Mildred Jackson, Jura
Philpot, Gladys D. Newton or

Alaska, June llth- 19th, 2002.
Please contact Sister Kay
Cuny at (727) 864-2937 after
7pm for details.
Thought for the week: “My
thoughts

are

not.

your,

thoughts, neither are your

ways," declares the Lord."

Esaiah55:8

The Lord is a mighty
fortress in times of trouble.
FlRST BAPTIST INSTITUTIONAL CHURCH
St. Petersburg, FL
PHOHE: 323-751 &

Rev. Wayne G. Thompson, PasTOR

Church School . ■ • • • ................ • -9:3.0 a.m.
Morning Worship........................................................... 11a.m.

SUNDAY SCHOOL - 9:30 A.M.

Baptist Training Union.................................................. 5p.m.

Evening Worship . ................

MorNING WORSHlP - ll:OO A.M.

.6:30 p.m.

Prayer Meeting
Thursday ......'........................

Come

. . . .............. 7 p.jn.
Rev Brian. K. Brown

worship WITH

THE FIRST BAPTIST FAMILY

..............8 p.m.

Saturday Sabbath SchooI......... ....... 11 a.m.
A.

tickets; Deacon Johnie Jackson, president Gate will be
Sept., 30th.

3144 Third Avenue South

1301 -■ 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL

Wednesday Prayer Meeting ............................... . 8 p.m.

Friday Tarry Service ..

8th; ail children under 8 years
of a£e are to be accompanied

Board No. Two will serve in

Schedule of Services
3000 - 4th Avenue S. ♦ St. Petersburg, FL
327-5926 • 327-2656

hosted at the Pleasant Grove
M.B; Church. Please see any
male chorus member for your

der song service and Usher

are invited to join us.

All Natrons Church of God By Faith

The Youth Ministry wilI
sponsor a trip to the Islands of
Adventure on Saturday, Sept,

“One week fiom church makes one weak.”*

Rev. Johnnie Lee williams, Pastor

"Soaring Higher in
Christ Jesus"

GRACE FELLOWSHIP CENTER

Saint Mark

4240 GentralAvenue • St. Petersburg, FL 33711 • (813) 328-9412

African Methodist Episcopal Church

GRACE ■*

Sunday- Church School,
9:45am
Sunday- Worship Service,
11:0oam
Tuesday- Operation "BIG EAR",
6:00pm- 7:00pm
Spiritual Counseling
Wednesday- Prayer Meeting & Bible Study,
7:00pm-Until
Thursday-Tutoring for K thru 5th,
6:30pm-7:3opni
Friday- Great Book Review for Youth, 7:00pm
Saturday- Young Men’s Bible Study, "Teen Word"
Each 2nd and 4th Saturday oftlie month
9:00am- 10:00am

FELLOWSHIP
CENTRAL

Faith Memorial Missionary
Baptist Church
1800 - 18th Avenue S.z St. Petersburg, FL

SERVICE
'Sunday School
9:30-10:30
Morning worship 10:30
Evening worship 6:30
wed. -Pray 7:00
Bible Study 7:30

2183 - 22nd Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Church Phone: 822-4869
Residence: 824-6021

CENTER

Phone
(813) 328-9412
NURSERYAND
CHILDREN’S
CHURCH
AVAILABLE

Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship:
8:00 a.m. & 11 :OO a.m.
Wed. NBC/AWANA/Bible Study/
Praise & Prayer 7:00 p.m.
ra
Thurs. Midday Bible Study
1 2:00 noon - 1 :OO p.m.
Sat. Noon Day Prayer Hour
Rev. Joaquin
12:00 noon - 1 :OO p.m.
Marvin

■CyR
’wmr

1500 N. Pemtsylvsiua Avenue
Clearwater, Florida 33516

Ckurck Pho ne: x443 -1945

Baptist Training Union

. . •.......................................... .............................. .5:00 p.xn.Services
BlMe CU MonJay, 7:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting & BiLle Study, WeJne.cky 7:00 p.m.
Tke ckurck wkere everybody is somebody end Christ is all.

Rev. Donald
F. Browne
"WE ARE THE CHURCH WHERE CHRIST IS THE CENTER OF ATTRACTION"

Mt. Zion Primitive
BaptIst Church
3700 22nd Avenue S. • 321-0020
EIder Clarence L. Warren, Pastor

Sabbath School: 9 am

10th Street Church Of God

Sunday School

Morning Worship: 11 am

207 - 10th Street North, St. Petersburg, FL

Morning Worship

Youth Hour: 1 Hour Before
Sunset

WEDNESDAY
Prayer Meeting: 7:30 PM

| ELIM Junior Academy & Day Care Center |

Sunday School................................................................ 9:30 a.m.

Morning Worship

........... 9:30 a.m.
............. 11:00 a.m.

The church where everyone is welcome & the Spirit of Christ lives.

....................................................... 11 :OO a.m.
STEWART-ISOM MEMORIAL CHRISTIAN METHODIST

Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting/

Bible Study

Parsonage: 446 -6056 ’

Rev. Fleming Ta. rve Pastor
Sunday Services
Sunday ServiCe............. ........................................ .. .8:00 a.m.
Sunday Sdiool ............................ .. .................. ................................................. 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship . . . ................ ...
... . , . . . . . J . .
a.mi

Mid-Morning Worship Service .. . .10:45 a.m.
Sunday School................9:30 a.m.
Prayer/Praise Service (wednesday). .7:00 p.m.

Adventist Church
801 - 6th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
SATURDAYS

Ps. 127:1

st.

3455 - 26th Avenue South •
Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 327-0554
"Church of The Open Door"

Travelers Rest

Sunday School 9:30 a.m. .
Morning Worship 11 a.m.
Membership Training 5 p.m.
•- Bible Study & Prayer
Meeting Tuesday 7 p.m.

(727) 894-5246 / 823-1619

.

Except God build the
lioiisethey labor in
vain that build it.

St. Jokn MiSsionary Baptist Ckurck

Missionary BaptIst ChUrch

ELIM Seventh-Day

i

Pastor Leonard Wilson • Phone: 536-1890

Reg. Bragg L. Turner, Pastor

"The church That's Moving Forward Together1

L

GRACE

2232 62nd Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33712
(727)867-2400

Pastor Keturah
D. Pittman

p
E
L

Bethel Metropolitan
Baptist Church

...................................................................... 7:15 p.m.

Evening Worship (lst & 3rd Sunday) .... .6:00 p.m.

International Headquarters, Anderson, Indiana

------- —

ii

EpiscopaL Church
182Q Walton Street S., St. Pete, FL 33712

(813) 327-0593

------- --- —m Sunday School: 9:30 a.m. • Morning Worship: 11:00

w

Greater 81. Paul
MissiOnary Baptist Church

Rev.. Calvin Hopkins

532 33rd Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL

Sunday School ........ ............................ 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ..............................11:00 a.m.
EVening Worship ... 6 p.m.
Baptist Training Union 5 p.m.
Tuesday Night
GeneraI BibIe Study
Thursday Night Prayer
Meeting & Teachers Meeting
Rev. Clyde Williams

1

We welcome you at all times.

a.m.
Bible Study: Wednesday 7:00 p.m.

‘ToGodBeTheGlor/’

955 - 20th Street South

Galilee MissiOnary
Baptist Church

St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone:894-4311
Sunday Sohool: 9:0Q a.m.

Worship ServiCe: 8:00 a.m. • 10:00 a.m.

Wednesday, Prayer Meeting: 7:00-8:00 p.m.

Wednesday, Bible Study: 8:00-9:00 p.m.
(Adult and Youth)

Pastor LoUis M.
Murphy, Sr.

505 - 35th Street s. • St. Petersburg, FL • 327-3186
Morning Worship,.. ......... ....... ,7:45 a.m.
Sunday School ..............................................:i .9:15 a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship ................................ .10:50 a.m.
Baptist Training Union ................................ .. .5:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Worship ... .. ............. Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
Bible Study/Prayer Sen/ice........... Thursday 7:30 p.m.
Come join us at the Church where everyone is Welcome!

Rev. Earnest Jones,
Pastor
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Moore’s Chapel AME Church Friendship M.B.
church

Mt. Zion A.M.E.
■

On Sunday, Sept. 30th,

Before & After Care program

The 349th Army Reserve Unit

for ages 5-13 is now accepting

will be worshippin£ at Mt.

applications. We offer pick up

Zion’s

E CAT

L CD LL

Ld

The

Where

Church

Everybody Is Somebody”

Rev. Marcus Burke, and

Chapel’s

tion through September 6th.

include the Youth Choir, Male

Chores and the Mass Choir Open to everyone for $14 and

rehearsal, Tues., 5:30pm.

Lay Organization-Meeting

Patience and Persever-

“When Praises go up

directed and accompanied by

2. hours volunteer service.

Mon. after the 3rd Sunday.

Please call the Church 3213545, Monday through Thurs-

Mass Choir rehearsal -

Tlie Friendship Mission-

shall save the sick, and the

Tues and Thurs before the lst

ary Baptist Church family

Lord shallraise him up; and if

and 2nd Sunday, 7pm.

under the leadership of Pastor

he have committed sins, they

ance: “And the prayer of faith

BIessings come down.”

10am service. The

& drop off to school each

Moore’s

Church

Minister of Music, Michael

community is invited to wor-

morning & afternoon, early

family welcome you to their

Melvin, with Carlos Farley on

ship with us.

pick up on half days, and all

services, this 2nd Sunday in

the drums. The Stewardess, day, or Sister Margaret Butler,

The Mt. Zion SAFE (Sub-

day care most school holidays.

September the 9th, during

Board and the Usher Board

867-0156, or Sister Mae Jack-

Male Chorus rehearsal -

John A. Evans, Sr., invite you

shall, be forgiven him.” James

stance Abuse Freedom Educa-

CCC certified. We also need

both 8am and llam services.

will serve.

son, 502-5540. For further

Thurs before the 3rd and 4th

to worship with us on this Sun-

5:15.

tion) Ministry is providing

qualified mute drivers and

8am the sermon will be deliv-

For

information and order foims.

Sundays

day and to all Church related

It is time to recognize our

counseling for family mem

teachers. For rates and info call

ered by Rev. Burke. 1 lam Rev.

Church, please contact the

activities and events during the

Seniors again, the time is Sun-

bers of those who may be

Jan Smith, Monday - Friday,

Burke, the officers and mem-

Transportation Ministry, Willie Church

week.

day, Sept., 16, 2001 at both

struggling with various forms

9am - 5pm, ext. 402.

bers will celebrate their annual

F. Bryant, 894-6067, Anthony

to

transportation

Moore’s

Chapels

presents

Jr.

Saturday

Night Live 2001, September

of abuse. Sessions will be held

Need a ride to church? The

Moore’s Chapel Day, theme:

each Monday night 6-7pm.

church van wiIl be happy to

Father, Son, Holy Spirit -

Macon, 328-0022. Robert 8th, 7pm.
Golden, 867-0156 or Mose
Moore’s Chapels Planning

on

give you a lift. Pickups are on

Christians Coming Together

Bell, 867-0601.

Thursday nights at 8pm, for

Sunday and/or Wednesday.

On One Accord. Guest speak-

Church School wiIl begin

individuals who are strugglin£

Please try to notify us one day

ers, Rev. Joan Murray, of Mt.

at 9:30am. Bro. Mose. Bell,

with addictions. All classes are

in advance. Contact Deacon

Pleasant

A.M.E. Church,

superintendent, will be in

heId in .the Genesis building.

William Harris or Deacon

Odessa FL; Rev. Leweighn

charge,

For more information contact

Harvey Tookes, (727) 894-

HowelI, of BetheI A.M.E.

A. J. Murphy (727) 866-1297.

4311 exL 801.

Classes

will

continue

School is in! * Mt. Zion

leading the Devotion. The

Thurs., Sept., l3th: 7-

Male Chorus will render the

8:45am Prayer/Praise Services

on Saturday, Sept !5th, for all

The St. Petersburg District

song service and the No. 2

and Bible Study, also Youth

members at the Enoch Davis

Pastors and Churches will

Ushers will serve and Pastor

Enrichment Hour.

Center.

honor their presiding Elder

Evans will pieach the divine

Rehearsals,

Denmark, with a Salary Sup

Budget Workshop.

plement Service Sunday, Sep-

Church, St. Petersburg, FL and

Anthony Macon and Rev. Ira Meetings:
Noon Day Prayer Service,
whitson, assistant superinten-

Word of God.
Church School begins at

tember 9th, 4pm. Hosted by

9:30am with the Assistant

Noonday Bible Study, also

Rev. Kenneth Irby, of St. Mark

dents. Everyone is asked to Wed. 12 noon.

Rev. Charles Caldwell, and St.

Superintendent presiding.

each Wednesday from 12

A.M.E. Church, St. Peters-

attend.

assisted

Workshop 9am until 12 noon

Services,

Bro.

by

Prayer

Service-Bible

Moore’s Chapels Share Study Wed., 7pm.

Andrews A.M.E Church fam-

• Saturday, Sept, 22,2001

of Prayer - Women’s Celebra-

- 9 - l0:30am: Coffee and

tion 2001. Rev. Fred Terry,

Prayer Time, Speaker - Cyn-

Pastor.

The Women’s Organiza

Baptist Church.

tion of Trinity Presbyterian

• Sunday, Sept., 23,2001<■

Church cordially opens the

llam: Mrs. Chisa Nosamie-

doors to all for the following

fan, Missionary Praise Cathe-

events as they bow in prayer.

dral Renewal Center.

September 16 - 23,2001:

noon to 2pm, Bread of Life

Ministry serving lunch to all

Praise Team.

needy in the community.

sing-A-Thon At
Macedonia------

Paul

soloists and a praise team will

Macedonia Free Will Bap-

Bay Area participating in this

also be participating on this

tist Church will be sponsoring

event., Deacon Lester Peter-

a “Laymen Speaks Forum” on

great event!!

Greater St.

a ‘Sing-A-Thon’ musical pro-

man will be the Master of Cer-

Pastor

£iam on Sunday, Sept. 9th,

embny.

Clyde E. Williams and. the

4pm at the House of God,

Copeland, Pastor of Macedo-

Dual Day Committee will
host.
vadtn

located at 930 18th St South.

Saturday, September 15, 2001

at 7pm.

The Church is located at

532 - 33rd Street South. Great

Plan to be there!

llam; Rev. Clarice Penning-

ton of Greater Momingstar

For more information call:
Maureen Thomas (Church

Tampa.

Secretary) 327-8560; Jacque-

Proi>phecy
[Ola
d Testament]
Test!

2001 - 6:30pm: Bible Study -

or

Esther’s Feast, Rev. Ira Whit-

Women’s Organization.

692-3169,

President

son, Moore’s Chapel AME

PICAYERHELPS!.'!
PEACEFUL ZION M.B. CHURCH

C H

For God
shall
bring every work
into judgment, with
every Secret thing,
whether it be good,
or whether it be
eVil.

line Ward-Williams 820-0866

• Wednesday, Sept., 19,

j

Wednesday Youth
:s Rehearsal...... .........5:30 p. m.
Thursday Prayer & Church <
School Study............ 7:30 p.m.
1st & 2nd Saturdays SR.
■Choir Rehearsal.... 1W0 a.m. i

Morning Worship...,11:00 a.m.
B.T.U.............................5:00 p.m.

Evening Worship.....6:00 p.m.
Tuesday Evening

Bible Class...... p.m.

The Church Where Christ Is The HEAD

Moore's Chal
ipel
AME Churcl
:n

UR

PEOPLE OF CHRIST CHURCH

Sunday School 9:30
Sunday Morn 11:45
Monday Prayer 6:00
Tuesday Bible Study 7:30
Friday Service 7:30

Pastor Tony B.
Young, Sr.

WINGS OF FAITH CHRISTIAN CENTER
309 -15th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33704
Telephone (727) 893-1741

AT*

11:00 AM............................................................................................................................ Worship
12:30 PM............................ ...

Wednesday 6:30

You

Alter Service Fellowship

PM Prayer Meeting

an J Bible Study

are invited to share spiritual nurturing, preaching of the Gospel
and a Christian community for everyone

Dr. Frederick D. Terry

Macedonia Freewill Baptist Church
2361 SeVenth AVenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida
ReV. John Copeiand, Pastor

Communion is obsenzed quarterly
the first Sunday after eVery 5th Sunday.

like to extend to you a personal invitation to worship with us during

For transportation to the church, call 327-8196 or 327-2391.

The Church where Everyone Is Welcome

our' scheduled times:

Sunday School

9;30 A.M.

Neto ;|{ihtiafreh3Ma CamrrtumttJ dfurelf

Morning Worship & Children's Church 10:45 A.M.

The Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor

Tuesday

dn.esday, 7:30 P.M .

Intercessory Prayer & Bible Class

9:30a.m.

............. . Prayer Tim

9:30 AM.............................................................................................................. Sunday Schoo

Bishop Ronald. Moten anJ tke Wings of Faitk Ckurck Family would

Prayer/Fasting

Sunday School

(727) 327-8660
9:00 AM...........................................................

Morning Worship........................... ...... ,T,........ ................. 8:00 a.m.
Sunday SchooI...... ........................................................ .
9:30 a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship.... ................................ ............. 11:00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting and BibIe Class Wed............... .
7:00 pm.

Bishop RonaldMoten, -Pastor
Alfreda Moten, Co-Pastor

■

1948 49th St. S. • St. Pete, FL 33707
chbrch: 327-8072
Pastor: EIder. Franklin EVans

TrInity Presbyterian Church
2830 - 22nd AVenue South • St. Peterphurg, Florida 33712

2137 y4aeuc(e
St. 'PeterA&cvu?.,
337f 2
(727) 221-5444

321-3545

Emmanuel Christian
Fellowship lnC.

Gospel Musicians

To Start
Fresh New Morning
Service
Stewart-Isom Memorial
327-0593

Ecclesiastes 12:14

Rev. Marcus H. Burke, Jr. - Pastor

3037 Fairfield Avenue
St. Petersburg, FL
Early Morning Worship............... . 8:00 a.m.
Sunday School... ...... .......... .
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship.......... ........ .
11:00 a.m.

oa

C H

WHAT'S MISSING?

2051 - 9th AVenue South, St. PeterSburg, FL 33712.
ReV. F.G. JackSon, PaStor
(813) 822-2455
Church School........9:30 a.m.

tion.

WANTED

ter.

Missionary Baptist Church of

full church family participa-

ed. There will be choirs of the

word of god

Trinity as they look to the Mas-

John

Bishop

nia, is looking forwarding to

Everyone is cordially invit-

Kneel with the Women of

• Sunday, Sept., 16,2001-

Wed., Sept., 19th: 12 noon,

Church family will be hosting

The

thia Tomlin, Pleasant Grove

Mon., Sept., l7th: 7pm,

10:45am opening with the

ily, Palmetto, FL,

Youth Choir (ages 5-12)

Food Pro£ram opeh registra-

Weekly Schedule:

A second service is held at

Church.

and Committed to the Power

7;45am and llam services.

Services begin at 7:45am
with the Deacons Ministry

All Choirs will sing to

Morning Worship

Y.P.D. - Meeting 3rd SunWomen Growth Meetin£
2nd Saturday llam.

Trinity
Presbyterian Greater St.
Paul--------- —

3rd century

Sunday, 6pm.

day, 4pm.

burg, FL.

Christian Women United

W.M.S. - Wed. after lst

2335 - 22nd AVenue South
P.O. Box 15935 • St. PeterSburg, FL 33733
Wisdom School 9:50 AM • Morning Worship 10:30 AM
Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM (Wed.)

New Faith
Free MethOdist Church

Deacon Ministry
....
. .......................... Deacon Edward Nesbitt
Finance Ministry....................................... ... .’..............................................................James Robinson

Children & Youth Ministry ............................................. ... ....................................... Joyce Robinson
Clerk Ministry .................................................... ............................................................... Wyvonnia McGee

2427 Irving Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL

"A Church With Passion for God and Compassion for People"

Phone: 824-2814, Pastor • 323-1290, Ckurck

11:15a.m.
THEME: Looking Upward, Searching Inward, Striving Onward

Bible Study (Monday)

7:00 p.m.

Prayer & New Comers Class
(Wednesday)

Sunday Morning Services
Sunday School ........................................................... .............. 9:30 am

6:30p.m.

Daily Prayer (M-F) 11 a.m.-12 p.m.

BREAKTHROUGH CHRISTIAN CENTER
1 940 - 49th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL

Morning worship ■........................................................................ 11:00 am

Youth Bible Study........................................................... wed. 6:30 pm

“AllAre Welcome”* “BringA Friend"

Adult Bible Study & Prayer Service

................. .wed. 7:00

pm

(727) 321-4986/888-447-PRAY (7729) • Fax (727) 321-3937
Rev. Curtiss L. Long, Pastor

Website: www.breakthroughcc.com • E-mail: pastor@breakthroughcc.corn

"PROPHETIC FIRE IS FALLING"

Friendship

^BETHEL

African MeThod!ST

Missionary Baptist

Church^

"We're Busy as Bees But Sweet, As Honey"

3300 - 31st Street South

912 Third Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Phone: 727-822-2089

St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 906-8300
Pastor John A. Evans

Sunday 7:45 AM and
11 AM Worship
Sunday SchooI 9:30 AM
Noonday Bible Study and
Wednesday

Thursday

EPlscoPAL

Bread of Life
Prayer and Bible Study 7 PM
aIso Youth Enrichment Hour

Rev. Roosevelt Hardy

Pastor

Church School . . . ........ .9:00 A.M.
New Member Class . . ............. 9:00 A.M.
Morning Worship................... 10:30 A.M.
Prayer / Bible Study . . Tuesday 7:00 P.M.
Youth Bible Study . . .Thursday 6:00 P-M-Jl

TAPE MINISTRY/DYNAMIC PRAISE & WORSHIPPRAYER 30 MINUTES
BEFORE EVERY SERVICE
*
“Power Breakthrough Service"
11:00 AM
"A Night of Prophecy" @ 7:30 PM Sunday
TUESDAY "WORD EXPLOSION" - 7:30 PM
FRIDAY "JUBILEE SERVICE" 7:30 RM
NURSERY/TODDLER MINISTRY (5 & under)
SUNDAY SERVICES ONLY
RADIO MINISTRY-WRXB-1590 AM
Monday through Friday 6:00-6:15 AM
Sundays 9:30-10:00 AM
WTAN-1340 AM Sundays 4:30-5 PM

PASTOR/PROPHET
GLENN MILLER

COME AS YOU ARE - NO DRESS CODE
"A Place of Healing and Restoration"

■V
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Greater Mt.
Zion-----------Pastor Clarence williams

with us for an evening filled

and the Mt. Zion family invite

with fellowship, good gospel

you to worship with them this

singing, fine food and great

Sunday, Sept., 9, 2001. Ser-

lun. Mistress of Ceremony for

vices begin at 7:30am and

the evening is Sister Diane

llam, presiding Elder D. L.

Hughes of WRXB Radio Sta-

Denmark will proclaim the

tion. You surely don’t want to

Gospel at 7:30am and Pastor

miss this event.

Prayer Tower C0GIC
Wheelers Temple Church of

O give thanks unto the

Christ Churches will be having

God in Christ, Elder Dan

Lord; caIl upon His name;

reminded and encouraged to

their Annual Baptismal Ser-

Davis,

Pentecostal

make known His deeds among

please . attend Monthly Busi-

Bible Study,

vice on Sunday, Sept. 9th, 8pm

Temple Church of God in

the people. Welcome to Trav-

ness Meeting (Conference) on

Choir reheaisaI, 7pm.

sharp, at the SPA Beach.

Christ, Elder william Ander-

elers" Rest Missionaiy Baptist

Saturday. Sept. 8, 2001 at

Church. Sunday, Sept

09,

10am. Our special guest pre

Business

ipation is welcomed by all

son, Pastor; Reach the
Unreach Church of God in

senter will be Mis. Thompson.

Usher Board #2 meeting.

who like to attend this “blessed

Christ, Elder Scott Dixon, Pas-

Your presence and partic-

event”.
The churches that participate in this event are: Prayer

Harvest Day worship pro-

Clarence Williams will proclaim the Gospel at the llam

gram is scheduled for Sunday,

worship services.

Sept., 23, 2001. The theme is

Travelers’ Rest MB Church

The Church of God in

2001.

family

is

Weekly Activities:

7pm;

Thurs., Sept. 6: Mid-Day

8:30pm, Rev. Browne.

llam; Mass

10am;

tor; and Bible Holiness Church

9:30am followed by Morning

Pastor and Sister Browne will

Meetings #2 and 5 (Deacon

Worship at llam. Ministry of

be observed Sept. 14-16,2001.

Willie Foster' and Deacon

with our fellowship. We are
the Church where Christ is the

Ronald Hicks).

center' of attraction and the

the Word will be preached by

Activities are being planned by

from

Pastor Browne. The Mass

the Anniversary committee to

Tues., Sept. 11: Trustee

Bible Way Church of God in

Choir will sing praises to God,

show Pastor Browne and First

Christ will bring the message.

Usher Board #2 will serve as

Lady, Sister Veda Browne

Ministiy meeting, 7pm.
Wed., Sept. 12: Prayer and

Walker, Pastor.
Representatives

Harvest. Keep your ears and

God in Christ, Elder Sylvester

We believe God to bless us

doorkeepers and the Men’s

how much they are appreciat-

Praise led by Deacons, 7pm;

eyes open to hear who the

Reeves, Pastor, Queen Street

in a mighty way! Come and

Ministry will serve as greeters.

ed and loved.

Young People Bible Study,

tional Choir will lift their yoic-

speakers will be. Join us in our

Church of God in Christ, Supt.

enjoy the Lord with us!

es in songs throughout the day.

Bible, Study on Monday’s at

Anthony

at 1 lam and prayer meeting at

Gospel Dining” at Banquet

7:30pm.

Pastor;

2001 at 7:30pm. Plan to attend

The" New Hope Baptist

New PhiIadeIphia
Community
Revival emphasis contin-

“show-and-tell” the meaning

of remnant in the Bible.

tor will continue sermon series

A view of ministry from a

on how God uses a “Remnant”

leadeiship perspective will be

in accomplishing His plans

shared by Deaconess Barbara

and purposes for His world.

Bolden. A look at ministiy and

The Biblical etymology of

goal of revival for New

‘remnant’ in both Hebrew and

Philadelphia’s ministries, will

Greek is focal point for ser

be expressed to church family

monic proclamation. Worship-

during mid-moming seivices.

The New Faith Free
Methodist Church will hold a

pers should bring Bibles to

A brief meeting of all min

istries of church and identify

teaching on this subject.

ing the main priority of same

Mid-moming services of

will be discussed at conclusion,

of worship.

You may call the church

office for further information

God is pure:
He is a shield
unto them that
put their trust
In Him.
ProVerbs 30:5

Family and Friends Day

preaching.

The Charter Day co-chairs

Day, scheduled for Sept. 23rd.

are Valerie Johnson, Frank

On Friday, Sept. 14th, the

Thomas, Robert Oliphant Sr.

committee

will

offer

an

evening to relax featuring a

and youths Charlie Spinks and
Justin Oliphant.

spaghetti dinner and entertain-

5228.

The church is located at

ment.

leading, to Charter

build-up

or directions at (727) 896-

the PastorTeacher.

2120 19th Street South in St.

Pastor, Rev. Curtiss L. Long,

This service-is part of a

Petersbuig. Dr. Alvin Moore is

September 16th. at 4pm.

their Calendar Tea & Fashion

will.feature our youth and chilSunday, Sept. 9th during the i dren in chaige of worship with
llam worship. The attire is both choirs singing and our

casual or ‘come as you are’.

Show to be held on Sunday,

cordially invites you to attend

Family and Friends Day on

scripturally follow Pastor’s

Revival will commence on

See you in Church!

Calendar Tea And Fashion

Church Unity Day Committee

ues at New Philadelphia. Pas

Word of God is preached.

New Faith Free ShOW----------------------------------- —
Methodist
HoIds FamiIy_
And Friends
Day
Faith is a gift bestowed by the
EVery Word of
Lord, joyfully illuminating your

Have a God filled week.

Masters on Friday, Sept.,7,

If you are seeking a church

of God in Christ, Elder B. O.

Wilma Lancaster. The Inspira-

6pm. Vintage on Wednesdays

office at 822-4869 by noon on

Saturday.
home, we invite you to unite

9:30am under the leadership of

The time is here for “An

If you need transportation

Mon.. Sept. 10: District

Uniting To Share In God’s

Evening of Elegance and

7:30-

The Fifth Anniveisary of

Church school starts at

Conage,

Study,

to Church, please contact the

Sat.. Sept. 8: Monthly
Meeting,

Bible

Sunday school begins at

Tower Church of God in
Christ, Supt. Clarence Welch,
Pastor, Bible Way Church of

Pastor;

The church

path in a way no other light
can. It enables you to overcome
obstacles, to endure hardships
and to persevere until you
reach your goal. Would you like
to walk by faith? God is eager
to grant His priceless gift to
you, if you will only ask for it..

The public is invited.

time. Members are urged to be.

With Allah's Name, The Merciful Benefactor, The Merciful Redeemer

prompt in attendance. On Sun-

Masjid Al-Muminin

day, Pastor will focus on
.Colossians 3 with goal being
ho enable believers to discern'
point of remnant theology.

1121 22nd Street So., St, Petersburg, FL
Rev. Wallace Elliott, Pastor

Jumuah Prayer - Friday 1:30 p.m.

Church Services
8:00 a.m. ......... Morning Service
9:45 a.m. .............Sunday School
11:00 a.m......... .Worship Service
5:00 p.m........ .< ........B.T.U.

scriptures will be surveyed.

Qur'anic study - Sunday 11:00.a.m.

Pastor will also use anecdotes

Taleem - 12:00 p.m.

and physical illustrations to

lmam Wilmore Sadiki
3762 - 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 327 - 8483

GOD
Loves
You!

’Bible Holiness Church of God in Christ
419 - 5th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33701
Phone: 898-3838
The members would like to invite

2120 - 19th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 896-5228

7:00pm

Bible Study ....-,.......................... 7pm

9:00am

Weds.-Family Worship

7:00pm

Sunday Evening Worship

Pastor: Elder B.O. Walker

St. Pete, FL
Home: 896-8006

Sunday Morning Bible Class ....... 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship , .......10:30 a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday ...... . .7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship ........ .5:00 p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class ...... .7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class . . . .7:00 p.m.

Meeting at Covenant Presbyterian Church
4201 6th Street South, St, Petersburg, Florida

Wednesday Bible Study: 7:30 P.M.

Sunday.Worship Service: 8:45 A.M.

• Wholistic Ministry (Physical, Mental, and Emotional)
• Bible Based Fellowship Considering the Biblical commands in Light of Contemporary

Problems

Dr. Alvin Moore,

• Promoting the Self-Worth and Equality of All Persons

Pastor

NATHANIEL W. TINDALL, II, PASTOR

St. Joseph Church

1135 37th street south, st. Pete, FL
Elder Clarence Welch, Pastor

2101 - 22nd Ave. S., St. Petersburg

Sunday School 10 a.m.
Morning Service 11:30 a.m.
YPWW 5:30 p.m. Sunday
Church Service 6:30 p.m. Sunday
Night Services 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday Services 7:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting, Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
Bible Band, Thursday 7:30 p.m.

Sunday Masses Are At:

9 a.m. and 11 a.m.
Gospel Choir 9 a.m.
Traditional Choir 11 a.m.
Father Callist Nyambo, Pastor

PleaAant tyuwe MiAAtoH&uf fcaptiAt Gkutuch

Christ Gospel Church
2512 22nd Ave. S.
St. Pete, FL 33712

2550 9th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL
Early Morning worship............................................7:00 a.m.
Sunday school.........................................................9:30 a.m.
Morning worship........................................................ 10:50 a.m.
Baptist Training Union...............................................4:30 p.m.
Communion......................................7:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study
wednesdays ......;......................................................7:30 p.m.

327-0997

SUNDAY

Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:45 a.m.
EVening Worship 7:30 p.m.
TUESDAY

Bible study 7:30 p.m.
FRIDAY

EVangelical Service 7:30 p.m.
PRAYER TIMES

Tuesdays, Fridays & Sundays - half an hour
before service.
Mondays & Thursdays, 7:30 p.m.
Friday nights at midnight.
RADIO BROADCAST

Sundays 7:45 a.m.
If you would like to come to church and do not have a way,
call 327-0997.
The Church Where EVeryone Is Welcome

• f

lUlltSl

• Non-Sexist Participation • Youth Ministry

Join us as we lift up the name ofJesus

Prayer Tower Church OS Cod In Christ

Rev. P.D.H. Leonard
Pastor

Bro. Robert smith

Good Samaritan Baptist FeIIowship

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

Sunday School
10:00am
Sunday Morning Worship 11:15am

us. Our services are:
Tuesday Morning Prayer

820 20th Street South

"The LiTtle Church Where
Everybody Is Somebody"

Sunday Services:
Churcn School............................................................. . . . . 9am
Praise & Worship Services . . . . . . ............ 10:30am
Tuesday Services:
Prayer
fray; Service .'............................ 6:30pm

you and your family fo worship with

20th Street
Church Of
Christ

MissiOnary Baptist ChurCh

IsIamic Services

divine election from the viewBoth Old and New Testament

First. Mt. Zion

GREATER MT. Zion
AFRICAN METHODIST
EPISCOPAL CHURCH
919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Early Morning Worship 7:30 a.m.
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
All Male Bible Study Weds. 6:30 p.m.
Rev. Clarence williams,
Prayer Meeting Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
Pastor
Bible Study Monday 6:00 p.m.
Vintage Bible Study Wednesday 11:00 a.m. - 12 noon

Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday 8:30 a.m.)
Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry
Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393
("The church with a heart in the heart ofthe city")

“The Church Where Everybody Is Somebody”

New Hope MiSSionary
BaptiSt Church

ti

2120 l9th St. S., St. Pete • 896-5228
10:30 AM................... PRAISE & WORSHIP SERVICES

................ SUNDAY

9:00 AM..................................... CHURCH SCHOOL................................ SUNDAY
5:00 P.M........................'...FELLOWSHIP& DINNER..................... TUESDAY
7:00 PM...................................... BIBLE STUDY.................................. TUESDAY

6:00 PM......................................PRAYER SERVICES

...........TUESDAY

7:30 PM..........................MASS CHOIR REHEARSAL................ THURSDAY"
“

JESUS BEING

preached'and TAUGHr..... ~

Rev. Alvin Moore, Pastor
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group rather each vocalist can
hold their own and equally

provide lead vocaIs throughout
the project.
As unique as their individ

ual styles are, the sisters have
claim to a favorite song on Vir
tuosity. Like children, they are

hesitant to “pick favorites,” but

by Khana A. Riley

if they had to, Heather men

tions “Great Is Thy Faithful-

PCHD Releases Community

Health Assessment
ST. PETERSBURG-The

lost under age 65; infant mor-

Pinellas County Health De-

tality, birth defects, and neona-

partment will hold a press conference onAugust 21,2001 at

tal mortality; domestic violence, child abuse, elderly

Fathers, grandfathers, uncles,

Heather

Ebony

VIRTUE
Virtue
Dear Readers,
How are you all doing? So,

did everyone have a nice 3-day

ness,” which was re-arranged

skill personifies the true es-

by producer extraordinare

sence of this female trio.

Kevin Bond. ‘Though they all

The whole album as a

mean so much to me,” said

do? Are you all ready to go

complete body of work is a

youngest sister Heather, “if 1

back to school? I know I had a

great representation of the

had to choose,, it would be that

nice weekend; I didn’t do any-

group in its present state. It has

song. As a hymn that I’ve sung

the vibe of individual styles

my whole life, the lyrics are

weekend? What did you all

thing. I spent the night at a

friend’s house on Sunday, and
then went to a cookout I’m
actually ready to go to school.

Next Monday and Tuesday I will not be here because I

will be on a Freshman Retreat
with my school to learn how to
bond with each other. I think

that the experience wil l be veiy

rewarding to me and my class-

mates,
I also received a letter, askin£ me if I would like to

become a part of an organiza
tion called People to People.
This organization asked me to

come along with them on their

trip to Australia to explore the
different parts of their culture

and the way things in Australia
work. I think that would be a

and differing influences, yet

just ageless... it seems the song

ties together their growth

has the one theme that God is

vocally, personally and spiritu-

so good - so faithful, regardless

ally. “We all have different

of who we are or where we

taste ...this album lias it all ...

are.”

urban beats, traditional songs,

Withe release of Virtuosity

live strings, everything.” said

on the horizon, the future holds

Ebony Trotter. Building

a landscape of opportunity for

that theme Karima Kibble

the women of Virtue. The

adds, ‘this album is a way to

group will join the successful

reach a different audience - a
wider audience.” -

Spirit national tour that kicks

Virtue is presently com

off in September. Summing it

prised of three beautiful sisters,

up, Ebony said “we’ve been
waiting for a Iong time and we

and baby sister, Heather Trot-

are very excited. It’s our time

ter. Each canying with them a

now to encourage people to

distinct personality, the sisters

share our love for God with

of Virtue bring style, fashion,

everyone.”;

talent and ministiy to the pro
ject. No one member leads the

very good experience for me.

I’m ready now.

Also, on October 20,2001

I am scheduled to attend a concert hosted by wild 98.7. It’s

(and aptly titled) sisters In The

Ebony Trotter, Karima Kibble

Virtuosity his stores every

where September 25,2001.

"/AeseuZs. ♦ ♦ ♦

I’m leaving next summer, so I

have a lot of time to wait, but

on.

fjjj

C0MMUNITY

1 Publlx,

BILLBOARD

Take Your Dad to School

Month is especially important

noon to announce the findings

abuse, and a£e adjusted mor

mentois and Big Brothers - get

for Florida because our state

tality for suicide; hepatitis A

ready, it’s time to head back to

ranks among the top five states

ty health assessment for Pinel

and B and gonorrhea; and

school, September is Take

in the nation with fatherless

las County that will signifi-

avoidable hospitalizations for

Your Dad To School Month in

families.” said Matthew Mun-

CLEARWATER - Kar-

cantly shape the direction of

congestive heart failure, malig

Florida's schools, and Flori

yon. Executive Director, Flori-

leen E DeBlaker, Pinellas

future health planning efforts

nant hypertension, pneumonia

da's Commission on Respon-

da’s Commission on Respon-

County Clerk of tlie Circuit

for our county. Conducted by

and late stage breast cancer

sible Fatherhood is encourag-

sible Fatherhood. “Florida's

Court recentIy announced the

Dr. James Studnicki of the

cases.

ing schools throughout the

children need their fathers and

iaunch of an automated service

University of South Florida,

‘The Health Department

state to roll out the welcome

other responsible males role

that enables citizens to pay

the assessment addresses the

considers this effort to be one

mat for dads and father figures.

models to help them achieve

traffic citations or, elect to

health status of the residents

of our core responsibilities and

A 2001 declaration by the

greater success in the class-

attend a defensive driving

and targets both achievements

we intend to continuously

Florida House of Representa-

room and in life.”

course over the Internet or the

and challenges that face our

monitor the indicators includ-

tives

encourages teachers,

Take Your Dad to School

telephone. Ms.. DeBlaker com

community. The press confer

ed in the assessment method-

principals, administrators and

Month is mutually beneficial

mented. “We are very pleased

ence will be held at the St

ology. The Community Health

school

to hoId

to both father and chiId. Statis-

to improve citizen access to

Center,

Assessment is offered as a

father-friendly

activities

tics show that fathers involved

government through Link2-

located at 500 7th Avenue

public service to assist com-

throughout September allow-

with their children are healthi

Gov's Internet and the tele-

South.

munity leaders in their efforts

ing dads to share a few

er, happier, and generally are

phone services.

The Comprehensive As-

to improve public health and to

moments with theirchild in his

better workers, spouses and

Rather than having to take

sessment for Tracking Com

or her school. The reason is

parents. Men involved with

time away from work or fami-

munity Health (CATCH) has

promote partnerships that provide the best chance for suc-

Children

whose

their children feel better about

iy to pay traffic citations in per

two major components. The

cess,” states Dr. John P. Heil-

fathers participate in their

themselves and have greater

son or through the mail, Pinel-

first is an analysis of existing

man,. Director

school activities are more like-

success in their careers and

las citizens now have a conve-

county level data, using a com

County Health Department.

ly to have higher test scores,

lives.

nient, fast and easy-to-use

Health

of the

Pinellas

personnel

simple:

and

The community assess-

weighted evaluation criteria to

ment will provide the data nec-

dance records

produce a rank ordered com

essary to prioritize activities in

parative

Virtuosity defined as taIent and

TALLAHASSEE

Pinellas
Clerk Of
COurt
EnabIes
Citizens TO
Pay Over
The
Internet Or
By PhOne

of a commissioned communi-,

Petersburg

Karima

Reading, Writing
Arithmetic And
Dads!!--------------

framework

better academic and atten-

Education Commissioner

alternative. The new payment

and fewer

Charlie Crist, the Florida

behavior problems than their

School Board Association and

methods are available twentyfour hours a day, seven days a

munity problem list. The sec-

an era of constrained fundin£

peeis whose fathers do not par-

The Florida Education Associ

week. The service can be

ortd component is an analysis

for public health. Public health

ticipate, according to a U.S.

ation also support Take Your

accessed over the web at

of the difference between four

activities accounted for less

Department

Dad to School Month.

www.pinellasclerk.org or via

communities defined by an

than 1% of the aggregate

study.

aggregation of Pinellas Coun-

amount spent on health care in

ty’s residential postal zip codes

1992. Despite the critical link

into single member County

of public health services to the

Commission districts 4, 5, 6,

overall health of a community,

and 7. Nearly 47% of Pinellas

handing is continuously jeop-

County’s indicator values were

ardized by competing interests

unfavorable both to its peer

counties (Brevard, Broward

in the health sector, such as
community, funding* is contin-

and Palm Beach) and the

uously jeopardized by compet

ST. PETERSBURG-On

Florida state average. Areas of

ing interests in the health sec-'

Saturday, Sept. 8,9am to 3pm,

concern for PinelIas County

tor, such as increased spending

People of Color AIDS Coali-

For more information, call

include: age adjusted mortality

on . personal medical care.

tion, Inc., comer of 9th St. So.

Madie Duncan at (727) 822-

for smoking related and preventable cancer, chronic liver

Improving the health status of

& 6th Ave. So., will hold a

2437 or Charmalee Smith.

a community requires locaI

yard sale. Great bargains,

disease, cirrhosis and chronic

partnerships that collectively

obstructive pulmonary dis-

target efforts to address the

ease; years of productive life

underlying causes of public

health problems.

of

Education

the telephone at 1-866-824-

6812. “We understand not all

Yard Sale - Clothes
To Furniture, Rain
Or Shine
clothes to furniture, rain or

shine.

citizens have access, to the
Internet, therefore, we included telephone access to cover
99.9% of the population. Our

goal is to improve access for
all citizens” said Ms. DeBlak-

er. Pinellas County joins Hills

borough, Polk, Osceola, and
Suwannee counties in offering
these state-of-the-art services.

we Welcome Your leTTErs
TOTHEEDITOR

CHRISTIAN MUSIC EVENT OF THE YEAR

HOPE
Changes

The

Tour

Everything

called the Last Show! They are
supposed to feature acts such

as Outkast (my favorite),
Ludacris, Jessica Simpson,

Eve, Timbland might not be

there because of the 'tragic
death

of

his

God-sister,

Aaliyah (God rest her soul).
I’m sure there will be many

others. If you’ve been planning

on seeing me, that’s the place
to be, I’m definitely going to
-be there. I hope to see you all
there.

Be on the lookout for

fourth

Virtue’s new CD entitled Vir

Winner of 5 Grammy Awards

More than 18 Albums

39 Dove Awards

Best Gospel Performance, Male
1988 & 1989

Best Pop Gospel Album

tuosity.

191

Premier Piano Virtuoso

Religion in Media Award
A Grammy and 8 Dove Awards

3 Platinum and 5 Gold

armed with a deep sisterly

Dino Defines Greatness!

5 Grammy Awards

Over 11—Million Record in s

Strengthened as a trio and

11 Dove Awards

bond the women of Virtue
head into a new phase in their

musical journey

with the

release of their forthcoming
album creatively Virtuosity.

READING
IS VITAMINS
FOR THE MIND
We Welcome
Your Letters
To the Editor
Send Your
Letters to:
Clje ^Beeklu
Cljallertger
2500 M.L. King
St. S.
St. Pete, FL
33705

• Middleton High SChool Reunion,
Class of '71, Sept. 6th-9th, AmeriSuites
and Embassy Suite Hotels.
Info: (813) 989-0801.

•Neighborhood Health Fair, Saturday,
Sept, oth, 9am-2pm, St. Pete Pregnancy
Center, 1210 22nd St. South.
Info: (727) 896-9116.
•YES-SECME Open House, Saturday,
Sept. 8th. Info: 893-2926.
•CBC Open House, Saturday, Sept. 8th,
9am-l2noon, 1045 16th St. South,
(behind Bethel Community Church)
Info: (727) 893-7146.
• Public Meeting on Voting Machine
Choices, Wednesday, Sept. 12th,
6:15-8:30pm, St. Pete Times Auditorium,
490 First Ave. South.
For more information about Community
Billboard, call US at (727) 896-2922

17

SUNDAY, September 30th 7:00 pm

MAHAFFEY THEATER
BAYFRONT CENTER,

400

FlRST STREET SOUTH, ST. PETERSBURG

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
Tickets: Reserved Seaung $40.00
Center for Positive Living

727-328-0848

Ticketmaster

727-898-2100
813-287-8844

T8
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Final rESPECTS/oBITUARIES
C R O T Z E R ,
DOROTHY ANN, 61, died
August 28, 2001. survivors
include her husband, walter
Lee; one daughter, wanda
(Michael) Sanders; four
sons, Mark Cohen, Alan
Crotzer, Nathaniel Mathis
and Trent Mathis; her father,
Tommie Sanders; a sister,
Patricia wynn; one brother,
Robert L. wynn; three
grandchildren,
Antonio t
Lovett (Tricia), Dwayne
Smarr and Deondrea Green;
two great grandchildren;
and a host of other relatives
and friends. Smith Funeral
Home, St. Petersburg.

St. Pete

Final Rites
L

J

JACKSON, BEAULA
MUNNERLYN, 88, died
- August 26, 200 i. survivors
include one son, Robert
(Lacey) Lee; her adopted
daughter, Natalie Jackson;
her adopted son, Gerald
Jackson; one sister, Elouise
Munnerlyn Johnson; one
sister-in-law, willie Mae
Munnerlyn; 16 grandchild.ren; 30 great grandchildren; 9 great great grands;
and two very special children, Bobby and Marian
Fisher and a host of other
nieces, nephews, cousins
and
sorrowing
friends.
McRae Funeral Home, st.
Petersburg.

,
BONNER, JO ANN,
51, died August 21, 2001.
Survivors include her husband, Bill Bonner; a son,
Jonathan Bonner; her par
ents, Roger and Bessie
Parham; brothers, David
Parham (Rosa), Donald
(Felicia) Parham, Roger
Larue
(Janet)
Parham,
Reginald (Coretta) Parham,
Jeffrey Parham; four aunts,
Irene
Peterson,
Edna
Mooney,
Mary
smith,
Juanita Couba; two uncles,
Johnny Parham and Leroy
Daughtry Jackson; and a
host of grieving family and
friends,
smith
Funeral
Home, St. Petersburg.
COLLIER, DWIGHT
L. “TIP”, 36,. died August
29, 2001. survivors include
seven children, Dwight L.
Collier, Jr., sir Jim Collier,
Julil
Collier;
Monteii

sorrowing friends. McRae
Funeral Home, St. Petersburg.

SMILEY, EARL, 51,
died August 29, 2001.
survivors include a son,
Anton smith smiley, his
mother and stepfather, Francena and william Crawford;
a niece, Regina speights;
two grandchildren; and a
host of other relatives and
friends.
Smith
Funeral
Home Chapel, St. Petersburg.

WILLIAMS, JULIAB.,
89, died August 19, 2001.
She leaves to mourn a loving and devoted daughter,
Dorothy smith; a stepdaughter,
Armenus
McClendon (Carlice); a sis
ter, Jackie K. Blakley; two
stepbrothers, Harvey Mackey and Theo Mackey; three
stepsisters, Geneva Nesmith, Pearl Taylor and
Annie James; and a host of
other relatives and sorrowing friends. Smith Funeral
Home, St. Petersburg.

WHITTAKER,
ETHEL, 76, died August 22,
2001. survivors include two
daughters, Barbara Peterson
and Patricia Kelly; a sister,
Annie Black; a brother,
Hamp Denson; five grandchildren,
Terrance
and
Ometrice Peterson, Tyra
(Jay) williams, Darryl &
Tiffany Peterson; 11 great
grandchildren; a devoted
nephew, william Black; a
special friend, Pat Mabrey;
and a host of nieces,
nephews, and many sprrowing friends, smith Funeral
Home, St. Petersburg.

1

Ocala

Final Rites
L

ilton; seven sons, Henry
(Julia) Hamilton, General
Lee (Anna) Hamilton, WHliam
(Alice)
Hamilton,
Curtis (Roxanne) Hamilton,
Odell Hamilton, wayne
(.Yvone) Hamilton, and Min
ister Aaron (Norma) Hamilton; one brother, Reverend
George Hamilton, Sr.; three
sisters, Ruby Coy, Alma
Bryant, Tena Cogdell; two
brothers-in-law, Emanuel
Coy, william (Janie) Jackson; and a host of other relatives and friends. Summers
Funeral Home, Ocala.

JACKSON,
LILLIE
MARIE MITCHELL, 69,
died August" 25, 2001.
Survivors include a devoted
husband of 47 years, James
D, Jackson, Sr.; 9 children,
30 grandchildren; 20 great
grandchildren; two brothers;
one sister; and a host of
other relatives and sorrowing
friends.
summers
Funeral Home, Ocala.

<\jo,ia£.k not t/ie DJoiM

and cdfis

many
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WILLIAMS, GARD
NER “HILLIS”, 51, died
August '23, 2001. survivors
include her daughter and
son-in-law, Kimberly L.
Johnson
Green
and
Napoleon ”Jay” Green, sr.;
her mother, Mrs. Margaret
Olivia King; a
sister,
Carolyn L. Macon; Her godmother; Mrs. Susie M.
McNeal; three grandchildren; two cousins, Lorene
H. Baines and sadie Bennett; special Friends, G61dina Coy, sara Lee Holmes
and Rose Laskett-Patterson;
and a host of nieces, nep
hews, other relatives and

to

been a year, but there are

no

words

that

how

expresS

can

much

miss him in my heart

I

and

I

always with me!

thoughts.

He's

The family of Gardner I
Hillis

Williams

express

His Mom,
Mabel Cooper

prayers, visits, condolences

Gary Cooper

and other deeds of love.

The love that you have

Galleria of Caskets

expressed will be a contin- Gardner Hillis williams

uing source of comfort to

Affordable Caskets Make Affordable Funerals.

us all. Specialthanks to St. Mark Missionary Baptist Church

40%-60%
OFF

family, the staff of St. Anthony’s Hospital, the staff of
Bayfront Medical Center, Dr. Karen Bigsby, Dr. Paul

McRae, Dr. Ignacio Sotolongo, Dr. Orion Ayers and Dr.

Funeral Price

Bernard Fishalow, the Gibbs High School Class of 1959, the

Gibbs High School Class of 1960 and Vivian Poinsette-

HAMILTON,
CHESTER, 81, died August Caphart.
22, 2001. Survivors include
The Johnson-Green,
four daughters. Pastor Ca
rrie Chisholm, Ann (Billy)
McQueen, Evangelist Bo
nita McIoud, Tawana Ham-

(352)732-8355
2201 SW CoIIege Rd. Suite 13 • Ocala

King, Macon and McNeal Family

CUNNINGHAM'S

(Summers Funeral Flo,'me

Funeral Home, P.A.

"Your Friends Who Care"
SERVING THE MARION COUNTY COMMUNI
TIES SINCE 1953 AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

An Easy Way to Pay
Limousine Rental Service

In Advance For Your Funeral
351-0566.................. ..................Lillie T. shelton, L.F.D.
2238 NW lOth St.......... ...............Alvis Summers, L.F.D.
Ocala, Florida 34475 ..................... ,.. . .Notary Public

"YeS, that'S right, there
\v

LINCOLN MEMORIAL GARDENS
WlTH PERPETUAL CARE
CREMATION IS AVAILABLE

iS an eaSy way to pay
for yOur funeral and

have peace Of mind."

“Qwefify end Service”
fsWl

LicenSed FuneraI

A.L. CUNNINGHAM
FELIX SNOW

DirectorS

Charles S. Chestnut, III, L.F.D., - Charles S. Chestnut, IV, L.F.D.

The average funeral costs much less today than most people

Larry M. Saunders, L.F.D.
18 N.W. 8th Avenue..................... ..................
.(352) 372-2537
P.O. Box 592 .............................................................(352)377-6128
Gainesville, FL 32602 ............... .....'............. Fax: (352) 377-5678

732-5354
732-5355

732-5353

434 N.W. Martin Luther King Jr. Ave., OcaIa, FL

think. However, in the future, an average funeral will cost

more.,

GOD
Loves
You!

If you pay now, your funeral is fully funded and won't pose

•a financial burden to those left behind.

Affordable monthly payments are available to suit your

Dwayne E. Matt

Immaculate Matt

needs and your budget. You choose the payment plan you

Young’s

want and if you relocate - your plan goes with you.

Funeral

Zion Hill Mortuary Inc.

Don't delay ...

Home

<7X7) 328-0466
Call or Write to us today
A Fuji Service Firm

to ieam more about

Robert C. Young

funeral planning.

•

1700 - 49th street south • st. Petersburg, FL 33707

Dwayne E. Matt, Licensed Mortician

Funeral Director
Since 1975
1005 Howard Street

McRae Funeral Home

(Corner So. Greenwood Ave.
& Howard)

1940 Martin Luther King Jr. Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
(727) 895-6005

CIearwater, FL

442-2388

Prince Matt, Jr.

Edna L. Matt

, "service is the Soul's Highest Calling"

DON’T LEAVE YOUR FAMILY IN DISTRESS!!

SMITH FUNERAL HOME

You CAN be insured TODAY,

Since 1987

Call: Prince Matt, Jr., Licensed Pre-Need Specialist for:
Zion Hill Mortuary Inc.

St. Petersburg, Florida
Bus. PH

-

(727) 328-0466

Home

-

(727) 867-4246

Pager

Your first decision may be
the most important one

(727)426-1106

Dwayne E. Matt, Funeral Director & Mortician

"Taking Time To Serve Others"
There are over 50 decisions
to make at the death of a
loved one

1700 49th Street South

Prince Matt, Jr.

• Prepaid insurance is available for everyone, regardless of your health problems
(even if the client is in a nursing home).

• A variety of options are open to you, such as:

Consider us first
for

QUALITY AND AFFORDABLE
SERVICE

• Complete Traditional Service with Burial.

• Graveside Service.
• Full Traditional Service with Cremation.
■* Direct Cremation with "Scattering of thc Ashes at Sea" Ceremony.

For Peace of Mind for you and your family, make your appointment today.

i

I

I

goOdwin, glAdys warmest gratitude for your
BELL, 79, died August 26,
2001. survivors include a
son, Alfonzo Gpodwin; two
daughters, Evelyn (James)
Hundley, Alice M. Jenkins;
one Godson Mikle Gordon;
three stepsisters; two stepbrothers;ten grandchildren,
eight great grandchiIdren;
and a host of nieces,
nephews, cousins and many
sorrowing friends, summers
Funeral Home, Ocala.

15th

August

September 9th, 2000. It's

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT |

"The greatest thing you 'll
ever learn, is just to love
and be loved in return. ”

SMITH,
WILLIAM,
89, died recently. Survivors
incIude his wife, Mary; son,
Richard smith; two sisters,
Ruthie Mae Harris, Gillie
Mae Gentle; two brothers,
willie Hill, Ruben Hill;
seven grandchildren, seventeen great grandchildren; a'
host of other relatives and
sorrowing friends, summers
Funeral Home, Ocala.

IN MEMORIAM

POOLE,
WILLIAM
J AMES, 81, died August 2 8,
2001. survivors include hih'
children,
CIara
Poole
Nichols, Evelyn P. (Thomas) Nichols, Johnny Allen;

"Personalized with the Utmost Dignity,
Confidence and Understanding"

Collier, Quinton Collier,
Jamal walker and Tiffany
Collier; four grandchildren,
sir Richard Evans, sir
Kendrick Collier, Kenyatta
Collier
and
Daquarius
Davis; his siblings, Harvey
Collier, Davenia (Albert)
Collier Navaroli, Benita
Flowers, Thyra Flowers,
Frances Flowers Murray,
Kirk Crawford, Altermease
williams, Elishia (Ronald)
McClendon, shelia stephens (Jeffrey), Katherine
Teharte, willie C. Collier,
Lilly P. Thomas, Billy
Hudson, Arlene Chandler;
former wife, Terry wade;
and a. host of nieces, nephews, cousins, other relatives and sorrowing friends.
Smith Funeral Home, st.
Petersburg.

three grandchildren, April
Nichols, Andreia (Rev. Leo)
Fleming, Dwayne (Michelle) Nichols; and a host of
other relatives, and sorrowing
friends.
Summers
Funeral Home, Ocala.

PhOne 727-894-2266

Fax 727-821-8728

1534 18th Avenue South - St.Petersburg, FlOrida 33705
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CHALLENGER
SPORTS
Youth Sports Help Build character, Self-Esteem
ST.

PETERSBURG -

They’re back! The Gibbs
Mighty Gladiators Little Lea-

guers and cheerleaders are
showing up at Wildwood Park

in laige numbers, gearin£ up

for another great season with
practice, practice and more
practice.

Visit Wildwood Park on

any given practice day and
you’ll see a field that’s full of

coaches, team moms and dads,

parents and the usual specta-

tors who’re looking for some
fun and excitement at the end
of a long day.

Teams

throughout

the

community have begun their

vi£orous training and are look-

ing forward to making head-

lines in the sports section of
many newspapers this year.

Who knows, these young

sports enthusiasts may blossom and emerge as our next

NFL champions, sports superstars and commentators in

sports television.
Enrollin£ your child in a
youth sports program is mak-

ing a sound investment arid is a

great way to help sharpen their
character and teach them to

become productive boys and
girls. The effectiveness of

youth in sports activities has
proven to be successful over
the years. Not only does it give

kids something to look forward to after school and on the

weekends, it helps them boost
self-esteem, teaches them values, helps to develop positive

self-image, £ives them a sense
of belonging and motivates

them to stay out of trouble and

stay in school.
Throughout the season,

The Weekly Challenger wiW
cover some of the games and
spotlight all of the teams, keep

ing its readers abreast of these

poised and skilled youngsters.

JjrySmfc,.
arajhybfAi

ZSggA

Dr. Michael F. Battle, and his staff,
1955 First Avenue North, Ste. 101
St. Petersburg, FL 33713
(727) 826-6060

Are pleased to announce the association of:

Dr. Jaih Jackson
To our Practice of comprehensive and implant dentistry.
Dr. Jackson is currently available for Saturday appointments.

Call (727) 826-6060 for an appointment,

19
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Classified Ads... Sure to get results!
JAMESTOWN
TOWNHOUSES
2, 3, AND 4 BEDROOMS

$480 - $630

CITY OF
ST. PETERSBURG

W35 Burlington Ave. N

T=r

Non Profit Organizations
We will design your
website
FREE
727 540 9525
WWW.FULLBELLY.COM

us

893-7324

&3I

City Of St. Petersburg

Employment Division
Office is Located at
One 4th St. N., 4th Floor
Mon., Wed., Fri. Only
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

PETERBOROUGH APARTMENTS
* HUD Subsidized Housing For
Elderly
440 4th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, Florida 33701

THE HOSPICE

727-823-5145

A Unique Profession!!

Caring for Pinellas

County, Florida since

[aSAVE
Please
Support
Our Paper
By
Supporting
Our
Advertisers

1977

communications

terminally ill.

RNs, LPNs

wrnmtw

Join

our

team!!

Boley

Centers

P/T, Mon.-Fri. 5PM-9PM

& HHA./CNAs

Sell entertainment services to existing customers by providing information, answering
questions and problem solving. Conduct outbound colls to current, recent, and potential

586-4432

for

Behavioral Health Care is a large agency reg-

TELEMARKETING/INSIDE SALES

(FL License Required)

(Both FL cert, needed)

JOB OPPORTUNITIES!!!

300 E. Bay Drive

customers in an attempt to upgrade level ol cable services and/or monitor customer
satisfaction. Uses of telephone, calculator and computer system. Sells complete packages,
upgrade services, and saves customers from downgrading or disconnecting. Musi have

record of consistently making quotas. LOCATION: ClfARWATER.

Largo, FL 33770-3770

ularly seeking counselors, support staff and
others for positions. Call our Job Line at 822-

8671 for an up-to-date listing of job open

CAR-JACKING

ings. Applications taken at: 445 - 3lst Street

Is A Dangerous Problem

North, St. Petersburg, FL 33713. EOE/DFW

FOR INFORMATION ON

Car Jack Alarms
CALL

--------------------------- Apply in person:---------------- :-----------

Madeira Beach
14995 Gulf Blvd., Suite C

Clearwater
2530 Drew St
2114 Drew St •
St. Polo
11500 9th St. N
3331st St. N

Pinellas Park
Parkside Mall

Pre-employment drag screen and bnAgimiml died ii required.

EOE/AA/M/FA/H

Job Hotline: 797-1818, Ext 8040

AUTO SECURITY

-NSOUND

TIME WARNER

1427 34th St. S.

COLLECTIONS REP
Port limo, 5PM-9PM

Notice of
Invitation to Bid
Food Service Vendors

ADVERTISEMENT
REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL
RFP #01-016
Buyer’s Agent

The Early Start Day Care Center,
tne.
Invites
Food
Service
Vendors Registered with the
Florida Department of Health,
Bureau of Child
Nutrition
Programs to submit sealed bids
for providing food service fpr its
day care centers. The Institution
participates in the Child Care
Food Program.

Specifications and proposals
may be obtained at the address
below on August 31, 2001, from
8:00 ahn. until 4:00 p.m. The

Institution reserves the right to
accept or reject any or all bids
and to waive any formalities'in
bids.received.
Sealed bids presented in dupli
cate will be received by Early
Start Day Care Center, Inc. at
1766 49th St. So., St. Petersburg,
FL 33707 until September 20,
2001 at 10:30 a.m. for the food
period October 1, 2001 through
September 30; 2002. Inclusive
sealed bids will be opened on
August 21, 2001 at 10:45 a.m.
with award to be made on or
about September 21, 2001 at
3:00 p.m,

All awards exceeding $50,000
are made pending approval by
thc« Florida Department of
Health,
Bureau
of
Child
Nutrition Programs.

ALPINE HEALTH &
REHAB CENTER

LPN F/T & P/T Positions
11-7
CNA P/T 7-3
727-327-1988

SAVE
WATER

The St. Petersburg Housing Authority (SPHA), SL Petersburg,
Florida, is requesting proposals from qualified, responsible firms
for a Buyer’s Agent/Broker in accordance with the requirements
of the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
(HUD).

RFP #01-016 document packages will be ready for pick-up on
Tuesday, September 4, 2001. A Pre-Proposal Conference will
be held at the St. Petersburg Housing Authority’s Administrative
office located at 3250 Fifth Avenue North, St. Petersburg, FL,
33713 on Thursday, September 13, 2001 at 11:00 a.m.
Proposals are due by 10:00 a.m. EST on wednesday,
September 26, 2001.
If you are interested in submitting a proposal, please fax your
request for a RFP package to (727) 552-1443 Monday through
Friday, between the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 3:00 p.m. You may
also pick-up a copy in person at 327 9th Street South, StPetersburg, Florida 33705 from Ms. Lori Allen during the‘same
days and hours.

Purpose is to retain customers throughout Tomjra Bay by calling delinquent
accounts to bring current while maintaining positive relationship w/account
holder. Needs excellent customer service & communication skills. Upbeat &
positive attitude a must. REQUIRED: A HS Diploma/enuiv; min. 6 mths.
customer service ond/or collections exp. w/history of meeting gaols &
objectives. Must be PC literate, accurate typist w/40WPM. Competitive salary
w/bonus & FREE CABLE & ROADRUN NER/AOL.
---------------------------Apply in person: ■

Clearwater
2530 Drew St
2114 Drew St

Madeira Beach
14995 Gulf Bkd, Suite C

St. Pof
11500 Wt St. N
3331st St. N

Pinellas Park
Parkside Mall

Pre-employment drug screen and background (heck is required.

EOE /AA/M/F/V/H

DiscOunt Prices

PVC • Vinyl Fences •
Specia ist
Wood • Etc.

Part-time position requires person to work with seniofs and
youth on nutrition & fitness, sex
ed., drug prevention. Teaching
experience a plus. Salary range
$11,200-$ 13,100, dependent
upon
experience.
Submit
resume by September 17, 2001
to Area Agency on Aging of
Pasco-Pinellas, Inc., attention
Helen King, 9455 Koger Blvd.,
Ste. 200, St. Petersburg, FL
33702; Smoke & Drug Free
Workplace. EOE M/F/H/V

THE RENOWNED MAN
OFGOD
REV. G.
In my work, there are no
tricks, no gimmicks, and no
lies. Just results! “A Mind
Love Candle and Image” or
“The Prosperity Money
Fish” write or call me‘. Send
$25.00 love offering and
include a self-addressed
stamped envelope to: Rev.
G., P.O. Box 526 Lorida,
Florida 33857. Receive a
Blessed
Money
Piece-.
Guaranteed to work! Phone
863-314-3999. T will help
yog, because I am the truth.”

T1MEWARNER

NO WAITING
PHONE (727) 459-4099

Legal Ad

PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT IN COMPLIANCE WITH
REQUIREMENTS OF CHAPTER 287.055, LAWS OF FLORIDA, CONSULTANTS COMPETITIVE NEGOTIATION ACT,
AS AMENDED Request for Qualifications - Design of new
Tampa Museum of Art - The City of Tampa/Tampa Museum of
Art seeks an architectural firm to providedesign and professional services associated with the construction of the new Tampa
Museum of Art. Anticipated to require approximately 125,000
square feet of interior space, the Museum will anchor Tampa’s
downtown cultural district. The new museum will replace an
outdated structure that will be demolished. Components of the
new museum are to include state of the art gallery space, storage,
auditorium, classrooms, orientation space, museum store, cafe,
meeting and special event space and offices. Exterior space will
be programmed for events and will include a sculpture garden.
The 22-year-old Tampa Museum of Art has a growing collection
and active exhibition and education programs. Core collections
include a distinguished collection of ancient Greek and Roman
art, considered the top collection of its type in the southeast; photography; and contemporary art. Special exhibitions range from
contemporary design, painting, glass, sculpture, photography,
prints and multimedia to exhibitions of ancient art. The new
museum will showcase major traveling and self-organized exhibitions as well as house the permanent collection. Education programs include lectures, .film, performances, gallery talks, children’s classes, family events and an active school and adult tour
program. The project architect will bring dynamic and thoughtful leadership to the design process and should have experience
in designing an art museum or related cultural facility of a simi
lar scale and complexity. Sensitivity to the site and understanding of the climate of west central Florida is essential. The new
museum is expected to be a meaningful addition to Tampa’s
architectural landscape and a symbol of theCultural District. An
on-line link to the recently completed Cultural District Master
Plan is available at www.ei.tampa.fl.us/dept_Public_Works/.
The Plan provides good reference for issues related to the downtown waterfront, west central Florida climate, and the foie of the
new art museum as a primary Cultural District resident.
Questions may be directed to Jim Greiner, PE, 306 E. Jackson
Street, 4N, Tampa, FL 33602. Telephone 813-274-8598, FAX
813-274-8080, jim.greiner@tampagov.net . To apply for consideration, please submit THREE SETS of the following: Letter of
interest Resume of the firm’s qualifications and experience
(Standard Form 254); Examples of previous museums or related
projects; Qualifications of project architect and other key participants; Statement of design philosophy; Statement on communi
ty interaction and local office coordination; W/MBE certification
if applicable; and any supplemental materials to: R.M. Salmon,
PE, Ohairman, consultants competitive Negotiation committee,
city of Tampa, C/O DPW, 306 E. Jackson Street, 4th Floor
North, Tampa, FL 33602 No later than 2 P. M., Friday, october
5, 2001.

news DEADLINE IS 4 PM MONDAY

COMMUNICATIONS

SALES VERIFIERS
OPERATION PAR
SELF-SUFFICIENCY
PROJECT
PAR provides substance abuse and men
tal health services for families who
receive cash assistance or are low income
families. Services are offered at no cost to
individuals and are confidential. Services
are available to adults and children.

For more information,
contact Gerald Syrkett
At 727-893-5438
Crack Cocaine Kills People and
Shatters Lives

READ A NEWSPAPER
EVERY DAY

PICK OF
THE
WEEK!
LOTTO

Intergenerational Specialist

Job Hotline: 797-1818, Ext 8040

Part Time
Insure sales Quality & reinforce customer understanding of all soles made by the
outbound telermarketing dept. HS Oiplomo or equivalent. Excellent customer
communiaition skills including proper use of grammar, enunciation and listening skills.
Type 40-45 wpm accurately, be detail-oriented. Hours: One (1) position: 12 Ncloon 4PM, Tues. through Fri. & 9aM - 3PM Sat. and one (1) position 5PM 9PM, Men.-Fri.
FREE CABLE AND ROAD RUNNER!!!

Apply in person: •

Clearwater
2530 Drew St
2114 Drew St
St, Pala
11500 9th St. N
333 lst St. N
EOE /AA/M/F/V/H

Madeira Beech
14995 Gulf Blvd., Suite C

Pinellas Park
Parkside Mall

Pre-employment drag screen and bockgtound check is required.

Job Hotline: 797-1818, Ext 8040

3-11-24
39-45-52

578 063 429
857
142 379 205

5-1 3-8 6-2
7-4 8-1 2-3

The Sun in Sagittarius brings
welcome newS; you could accept a
friend’s invitation or decide to book a resort
holiday. Saturn iS Spurring you to redefine
career goals and aim higher. With Chiron
in oppoSition, you’ll maintain a healthy diet.

uranuS’S challenging aSpect
rekindles your profeSSional enthusiasm
and addS interest to rev up your work life.
On the 10th, good financial newS bringS

extra caSh. VenuS fills your heart with
love and holiday Spirit all week.

With VenuS in your money sector, you’ll haVe money to spend on luxuries
that make you feel your very best. Mercury
cautions you to check the fine print before
signing contracts. Romance is spectacular under Uranus’ Sensational trine.

Scorpio
October 23 to November 21

While Pluto influences your
financial picture, you’ll want to assure your
money’s security with a savings plan.
uranus’S challenging aSpect joinS forces
with VenuS in Scorpio to add extra romantic Sizzle to your love life.

EKPftESS

Financial Advisors lnc.

CA$H 3

Libra
September 23 to October 22

Taurus

American Express

It’s always a good idea to
mow a lawn when the grass
is dry.

Aries
March 21 to April 19

April 20 to May 20

Donald It. Collins
Financial Advisor

F L O R i D A

PHYSICIAN: FT, BC/BE,
Family Practice, to provide com
prehensive health care for clients
of Pinellas county Health Dept.
Administrative exp. Location:
countywide, based in Tarpon
Springs. Salary $2761-5971
biweekly; full benefits. Contact
727-469-5800 x!84, M-F, 8a-5p,
EEO/AA.

COMMUNICATIONS

(727) 323-5959

."FENCES R US"

Community Based Facilitators

St. Anthony’s Community Health, Department is seeking to
contract with five,people to act as “Sistah facilitators” in.an
innovative community-based program, Sisters For Breast
Health. The successful contractors will be required to attend
training, recruit hostesses and facilitate a minimum of 5
“Sistah” parties per month, contract 2 years. Contractors must
have reliable transportation and live or work within south £t.
Petersburg for a minimum of five years. Contract pay 25.00 per
party. Mileage reimbursed. Resumes and/or letters of interest
should be'submitted no later than 9/9/01 to St. Anthony’s
Community Health Department, 1200-7th Ave. No. St.
Petersburg, FL 33705 or email to Maria.Weston@bavcare.org.
Need further information call 825-1056.

TIME WARNER

Hands-on care of the

Accepting Applications

WATER

An AEFA-associated
financial advisor business

3606 Central Ave.
St. Petersburg, FL, 33711
Off: 727.328.2000
Cell: 727.463.7402

Become a part of The Weekly Challenger staff
Looking for a wav to supplement your income and earn some
extra §?$$$? We have just the answer.
We need a few great, self-motivated, dependable individuals once
weekly (Thursday) to help in our Circulation Department in St
Petersburg, Bradenton, Sarasota, Lakeland and Winter Haven
areas. Carriers needed to help distribute The Weekly Challenger
for home and business delivery as well as building your own route.

Super way to generate your cash flow and to help The Weekly
Challenger increase its readership throughout the community at

large.
Interested?
Call us immediately at (727) 896-2922 Monday
^Wednesday, 9am-5ptn, to find out more!!

B Gemini
May 21 to June 21

With Mercury in Capricorn,
you’ll impreSS business aSSociateS with
your fineSSe and expertiSe. Mars’s chal
lenging aSpect actS aS an aphrodiSiac,
Spicing up your love life. Help from others
could bring a dream to fruition on the 10th.

Cancer
June 22 to July 22

The 10th iS the perfect day to
launch a new project or get an overdue
beauty treatment. Any effort to polish
i your image iS eSpecially favored. An
amorouS Moon-VenuS conjunction on
the 8th spells romance.

ns
hHqi

July 23 to August 22

while Neptune tranSitS your
chart’S health zone, you could join an
aerobicS class or sign up for swimming
leSSonS. Mars in your financial Sector
urges you to Stick to your budget. Romance sparkles all week.

ByC
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August 23to September 22
JW-.Mars
vm Sign prods you to
Mars in
in your

reach for the brass ring and makes you
more focused on achieving goals. Home
entertaining on the 8th will be a SuccesS;
you’ll be praised for your warm hospitality.
Passion burns brightly this week.

Sagittarius
November 22 to December 21

Mars could tempt you to accept a hefty Share of Social inVitationS;
remember not to Spread yourSelf too thin!
The New Moon lights up the 10th with
happiness. Pluto lets you See others dearly, pointing out who your true friendS are.

Capricorn
December 22 to January 19

With Mercury animating your
sense of humor, you’re the life of the party. On the 12th, a Moon-Jupiter conjunction makes you lucky; if you need a favor,
now’s the time to aSk. Travel Should prove
exceptionally enjoyable now.

E Aquarius
January 20 to February 18

Your career aSpirationS Skyrocket while VenuS lights up your work
Sector, making ambitiouS dreams come
true. On the 13th, a uranus-Moon conjunction boosts your chariSma and steels
your romantic nerve; call him.

Pisces
February 19 to March 20

The New Moon-brightenS
your home life and your holidays center
around famiiyrvenus in Scorpio enhances your sex appeal, fanning the
flames of pasSion. If you’re single, a light

flirtation could turn excitingly serious.

